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Many legislators eager for more

Reagan proposes'bold stroke'
27

By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan's pitch for a "bold
stroke" transfer of $47 billion in
federal programs to the states is
doing little to allay the concerns of
lawmakers preoccupied with
soaring deficits and the troubled
economy.
Democrats and Republicans
alike were quick to say the proposal Reagan outlined Tuesday
night in his first State of the Union
speech should not be allowed to
divert national attention from coping with pressing economic problems.

The federal government, while
shifting the burden of the programs to the states, also should
turn over the revenue to pay for
them, Reagan said. That would
come from excise taxes on
gasoline, tobacco, alcohol and
telephones, plus the so-called
windfall profits tax on oil.
Food stamps and welfare were
among the programs Reagan proposed turning over to state and
local governments. The switch
would begin in October 1983, and
be completed in eight years,
Reagan said. During that period
the programs would cost approximately $400 billion, according to

administration estimates.
In exchange,the federal government would take over full r
siblity for the Medicaid pr
of health care for the needy.
Reagan conceded the rtion
was "in a time of recession," but
said the tax and budget-cutting
programs Congress enacted at his
behest last year need more time to
take hold. He cautioned against
expecting a "quick fix."
That seemed to provide little
solace for the many legislators —
most of them facing re-election in
10 months — eager for something
more than an admonition to hang
tough.

Senate Majority Leader Howard
Baker, R-Tenn., called Reagan's
plan to transfer more than 40 programs to the states "a brave
courageous statement" that could
be approved by Congress this
year.
But Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore.,
chairman of the Appropriations
Committee, cautioned: "His success in achieving this remarkable
program...will ultimately hinge
on an economic rebirth in the coming year.,The looming specter of
increasing federal deficits and
high interest rates simply cannot
be ignored."
(Continued On Page Two)

Local observers view Reagan message

1982

Ely JENNIE B.GORDON
Two local men ,have differing
opinions on the state of the union
speech delivered by President
Ronald Reagan last night.
Bill Fandrich, a local land
developer, said,"I think it was an
interesting speech. I feel he
delivered a strong pitch for
Americansto have confidence and
pride in their government. As
Reagan said, the best days are not
behind us but ahead of us, I think
he deserves time and a chance."

On the other hand, Murray State
University economic professor,
Bill Pinkston said, "President
Reagan's speech started out with
a joke and I think it got worse. I
have been listening to "Dutch"
since way back in the 30s when he
called ballgames on WHO radio in
Des Moines, Iowa. I have known
him to be a good actor and I
believe the lines last night were
delivered in the fashion of a good
actor."
Pinkston agrees with, Senator

Howard Baker in terming
Reagan's economics as riverboat
gamble."After a year in office, industrial production is down,
overall indexes are down 3 or 4
percent of where they were a year
ago, employment is slightly down
and unemployment is drastically
up and I think it will get worse,
Pinkston said.
"I really feel unemployment
will get worse on top of a sick
economy and in the short run, the
weather will hurt for the next few

weeks. The President keeps insisting that he inherited a mess,
well, we have another mess now'
he added.
"Inflation is the worst enemy of
our people, it hurts everybody,
Reagan is making headway, but
he really hasn't had a chance for
his economic programs to have
any effect," Fandrich said.
Fandrich added, "Reagan's
economic package hasn't been in
effect very long and we must
(Continued On Page Two)

Human services budget forecasts not bright
dent Reagan's State of the Union
By HER/ERTSPARROW
speech Tuesday night recommenAssociated Press Writer
—
(AP)
ding the transfer of many federal
Ky.
ORT,
FRANKF
Forecasts for Kentucky's human programs to the states.
Stumbo's appearance Tuesday
services budget have not been
bright in the 1982 General included references to no money
Assembly. And some were expec- for two programs mandated by
ting them to geteven worse toy. the 1980 General Assembly and
State Human Resources not enough money for indigent
Secretary Grady Stumbo ap- care and Medicaid.
Stumbo also spoke of a virtual
peared before the Senate Appropriations-and Revenue Com- guarantee that the situation will
worsen as the federal government
mittee Tuesday, and his talk
focused primarily on the budget's continues its so-called "new
federalism," whereby program
shortcomings.
And Stumbo had a news con- "N responsibility is shifted to states
ference scheduled today to discuss unaccompanied by enough money
the impact on Kentucky of Presi- to pay for it.

Auditions for'The Seagull'
scheduled by theatre director
).•

Dr. Mark Malinauskas, Director of Theatre at Murray State
University, has announced auditions will be Sanday, Jan. 31 at 2
p.m. for the final play in the MSU
'Theatre's Mainstage Season, The
Seagull.
Roles are available for eight
men and six women in this
domestic drama which was written by Anton Chekhov.
Auditions will be on stage at
Robert E. Johnson Theatre, on the
Campus of Murray State.
According to Malinauskas, The
Seagull is "a play of sincerity,
simplicity, freshness and healthy
humor." He went on to say the
play will provide the audience
with a "deeply moving and revealing human experience."
The Seagull will be presented on

April 1,2 and 3. This is a week
earlier than originally scheduled.
According to James I. Schempp,
Co-ordinator of Public Relations
for the Theatre, the change was
made because the original
schedule had called for the production to occur during Easter
weekend.
Schempp said it is hoped changing the date "will make it more
convenient 'for both the student
and non-student members of the
cast as well as for our audience."
Auditions for MSU Theatre productions are open to the public;
enrollment as a student at MSU is
not required, and Malinauskas
issued an invitation tb all
residents of Murray and the purchase area to attend the auditions.
For further information,call the
MSU.Theatre at(502)7624421.

An anti-abortion rally was also
scheduled for today, while state
Attorney General Steve Beshear
was scheduled to unveil his consumer protection legislation.
A vocal rally was held in the
Capitol Rotunda Tuesday by the
Kentucky Action for Human
Needs protesting so-called
workfare.
KAHN contends workfare would

provide dead-end jobs that would
not train welfare recipients for
worthwhile employment. It is
humiliating enough, one speaker
said, to be on welfare without being forced into a .job as punishment for being poor.
KAHN,a coalition of more than
40 groups statewide, supports
maximum funding for human(Continued On Page Two)

Parties remain quiet about suif
concerning Clarks River fish kill
Parties involved in a suit filed
by the _Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife against Vanderbilt Chemical Co. in Murray are
keeping quiet about negotiations
aimed at resolving the issue.
The suit, filed in December 1981,
asks for $7,570.51 in damages,
alleging that escape of waste from
the local plant contaminated the
East Fork of Clarks River,
resulting in the death of fish and
aquatic life.
Attorneys representing Vanderbilt met with the state Attorney
General's office and fish and
wildlife representatives Monday.
"Hopefully, the matter will be
resolved," Penny Warren, an
assistant to the attorney general
assigned to handle the case, said
in a telephone interview today.
She refused further comment saying "It is the policy of our office
not to comment on pending litigation."
Ed Shinners, vice president and

City school board
to meet Thursday
The Murray Independent School
Board wilL meet_at 5:30 p.m,
Thursday, Jan. 28, in the board of
education office at the corner of
9th and Poplar.
Items to be considered include
activity, account, property insurance bids, meat bids, correspondence and personnel, according to Robert Glin Jeffrey,
superintendent.

SUBMITS RETIREMENT LETTER — Jackie Cooper, chief of the
Murray Fire Department, submited a Jan. 28-dated letter of retirement effective March 15 to the Murray City Council. The 21-year
veteran accepted a job in New Orleans.

Cooper retires as chief,
acceptsNew Orleansjob
Jackie Cooper, Murray Fire
Department chief since October
1970, has submitted a letter of
retirement to the Murray City
Council effective March 15. - •
The letter, dated Jan. 28, is to be
considered at Thursday's city
council meeting.
Cooper said -in his office today
he has accepted a position as
senior instructor with International Training and Service Corp.,
New Orleans. The 12-year-old
company instructs firefighters nationwide in the classroom and on
training drills.
It also conducts fire inVestigations, including the MGM Grand
Hotel fire in Las Vegas, and has
contracts with several off-shore
oil drilling firms,Cooper said.
He also will attend classes at
Louisiana State University.
"I regret leaving. I've spent
most of my life here," the 21-year
veteran of the squad said. "I've
enjoyed it but I thought I'd enjoy
the new job. It's something different but it's in the same field.
"They (International Training )

made every effort to employ me. I
felt good they selected me over 40
candidates."
• Cooper, who also had four years
of fire fighting experience in the
U.S. Navy, said the department
has gone through several changes
during his tenure.
The fire chief said the city's fire
rating has gone from sixth class to
fourth class, modern equipment
has been purchased and a second
Tire station was opened in July
1967.
_In 1961 when Cooper joined the
squad, it consisted of eight
firefighters, 1947 pumper truck,
1960 pumper truck and a 1951 hook
and ladder, he said.
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
said he will make a recommendation to the council in February for
appointment of one of the assistant chiefs as acting chief. The
mayor added the acting chief's
performance will be evaluated
before submitting a final recommendation.
Assistant chiefs are Clayton
Garland, James Hornbuckle and
Ronnie Gardner.

general manager of the local plant
declined comment today but did
confirm the meeting held Monday.
A company statement offered by
Shinners said the company is expected to respond to the lawsuit
within the next three weeks.
The fish kill was originally
discovered by fish and wildlife
Dec. 30, 1980. The area involved
reportedly began at mile 45 on the
river in Calloway county and extended to McCracken County.
Bruce Lunsford, secretary of
_
the Kentucky Department of Commerce told a reporter for The
Several members of the Murray
Paducah Sun this week the inciPolice Department will attend a
dent has resulted because of a
ate VII
communications problem bet- five-day Police Intermedi
y
Universit
State
Murray
at
course
ween Vanderbilt, and two state
KenEastern
through
ed
coordiant
nt
for
Departme
the
—
agencies
Natural Resources and En- tucky University.Paul Jerry Lee
Police Chief
vironmental Protection and the
that 10 Murray police ofreports
Department of Fish and Wildlife.
will be involved in the 40
In the interview in Frankfort, ficersin-service
training. Lee said
hour
Lunsford said the Department for
the police force is.
in
officer
each
Natural Resources and Enrequired by the Kentucky Law knviromental Protection determined
Council to yearly comforcement
the alleged chemical spill was acplete 40 hours of police training.
cidental and decided not to fileAccording to Lee, the pollee
chages against the firm.
course will be concerned with
Fish and wildlife, however, is
skills and techniques used in
attempting to collect the penalty
criminal investigations. The pro.as the estimated value of replacgram is designed for officers ining the fish allegedly lulled.
volved in patrols and investigaVanderbilt officials reportedly
tions and other officers who res-refused to pay the assessment
pond, initiate and conduct followwhen requested, resulting in the
up investigations of crime inaction being filed in Calloway Cir-, cidents.
Murray Police Department will
cult Court on behalf of fish and
maintain regular daily patrols
wildlife.
during the police course, acVanderbilt is represented localcording to Lee.
ly by John Gregory.

Police to attend
five-day course

partly sunny
Partly sunny, windy and mild
today. Highs in the mid 40s to
near 50. Partly cloudy tonight
with a chance of showers. Lows
around 40. Partly cloudy Thursday. Temperatures around 40
remaining steady or falling
slowly throughout the day.
Little or no precipitation expected Friday through Sunday.
Temperatures will average
near seasonal normals with
lows in the 20s to'around 30 and
highs in the 40s to around 50.
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Faculty leaders endorse salary hike plan

AUDITIONS SET — Dr. Mark Malinauskas, Director of MSU
Theatre, has announced auditions will be Sunday,Jan. 31 at 2 p.m. in
Robert E. Johnson Theatre for the last play of the MSU Theatre
Mathstage Season, The Seagull, by Antortrhekhov. The play will be
presi cd on April 1, 2,and 3. Auditions are open to the public

Faculty leaders representing
mien of Kentucky's state universities have endbrsed a proposal
calling for funding to provide for
15 percent increases in faculty
salaries in higher education for
each of the next four years.
Dr. Steve West,faculty member
at Murray State Unversity and
legislative liaison for the Congress
of Senate Faculty Leaders, said
despite all of the discussions and
debate about funding for higher
education in the next biennium,
the issue of faculty salaries has
never really been addressed.
"In none of the proposals that
have been submitted to Gov.
Brown have there been any
specific figures for faculty
salaries," he poilited out. "We
think that is something that should
be spelled out and made clear

BEST

from the outset."
The group met in Frankfort
Saturday and put its stamp of approval on a measure which requests "the 198243 General
Assembly initiate budgetary
measures to correct the ditenuna
higher education faculty now experience and to appropriate sufficient funds to achieve 1973 salary
parity..."
The proposal titled "Salary
Parity for University Teaching
Faculty Equals Excellence in the
Commonwealth's Higher Education," contends higher education
faculty in Kentucky have lost 28
percent of their buying power
since 1973.
It propses,15 porcent salary increases -in fiscal yenrs 1982
through 1985 - .7 percent each
year to achieve 1973 salary parity

COPY AVAILABLE

in four years and 8 percent each
year to meet projected inflation
rates.Aso •
dWes emphasized the proposal
woul a have a positive; direct
impact on Murray and surrounding communities by increasing
the ability of faculty to purchase
goods and services.
Another feature of the proposal
is the endorsement of additional
funding over and above the 15 percent each year for all senior
universities to reward meritorious,
service.
A quotation from Gov. Brown
taken from a letter dated Feb. 1,
1980, to Harry Snyder, executive
director of the Council on Higher
Education, is used near the beginning of the report. It says: ••
"Let me emphasize clearly that
my highest eduntion priority is to

increase the salary levels of ow
most valuate resources, gar
university faculty and staff."
The proposal also quotes from
"The Report of the Prichard Cab.mittee on Higher Education b
z
Kentucky's Future," whichc
vocates both improved fa
salaries and a Fund for 1112.
cellence to support faculty
development programs and "for
rewarding creative university and
college approaches to faculty job
enrichment..."
Attending the meeting of the
Congress of Senate Faculty
Leaders with West, were two officers of the Faculty Senate from
the campus — Dr. Tom Posey,
president and Ur. -Ken Wolf,
secretary. Tom Jones of Western
Kentucky University is president
of the Congress. .
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Haig leaves Geneva for Middle East

•

sion to give him a first-hand exBy LAWRENCE L KNUTSON
nearly eight hours with Gromyko
amination of the differences in the
Tuesday, almost twice as long as
Associated Press Writer
scheduled. Haig told reporters his
---.GENEVA, Switzerland (AP ) — Israeli and Egyptian positions. He
Secretary of State Alexander M. said at its conclusion he would-' focus was on Poland but they
discussed a wide range of other
Haig returns to the Middle East "assess the positions we heard in
issues.
today for the second time in two both capitals and return to discuss
The meeting, he said, was
-mocks after telling Soviet Foreign them further."
"beneficial from the standpoint of
There was speculation at the
Minister Andrei Gromyko the
necessary communication,...a
military crackdown in Poland is time that Haig would bring back
necessity that does not decline in
poisoning East-West relations. ' suggestions for a compromise that
times of tension and stress." But
Gromyko apparently gave no in- would permit Israel and Egypt to
dication that the Soviet or the present some show of progress
he repeated three times that the
etl:Israel withdraws on April
Polish government would change
Polish situation "cast a long and
25 from the ealltrn third of the
their ways.
_
dark shadow over all the discus--Haig was going to Jerusalem Sinai peninsula, the last of the
sions" and said the "exchange of
and Cairo for another attempt to Egyptian territory it occupied in
views...was timely and important
generate progress in the deadlock- the 1967 Arab-Israeli War.
and valuable" because it gave
ed Israeli-Egyptian 'negotiations
Israeli sources in -Jerusalem
him the "opportunity to explain
to • work out a plan to give said Haig might try to arrange a
clearly a number of areas of conautonomy to the 1.3 million joint Egyptian-Israeli statement
cern, particularly Poland."
Palestinians living in the Israeli- listing points they agree on or a
Although Gromyko on his ar(occupied West Bank of the Jordan meeting of the two foreign
rival in Geneva said he would not
ministers with him to upgrade the
River and the Gaza Strip.
discuss Che Polish crisis under any
Haig's first trip two weeks ago negotiations.
circumstances, Haig said they
was billed as a fact-finding mis- . The secretary of state talked
had a "two-sided discussion" of

Poland during both their morning
and afternoon sessions.
However, Tess, the official
Soviet news agency, said
Gromyko rejected attempts to
Make Poland "a subject of discussion" because that would have
violated "the principle of
noninterference in the internal affairs of sovereign states."
Other subjects discussed, Haig
said, included future SovietAmerican negotiations to reduce
their arsenals of strategic nuclear
arms,"the character of Soviet activity" in Afghanistan and Central
America, Soviet armaments in
Cuba, and humanitarian issues in
the Soviet Union, including
restrictions on Jewish emigration
and the seven Pentecostalists who
have taken asylum in the U.S.
Embassy in Moscow for 3% years
in hopes the Americans would obtain Soviet exit visas for them.

State of the Union.
And Senate Finance Chairman
Bob Dole, the Kansas Republican
whose appeal for an increase in
eteise taxes to trim the deficit
viv.i4 unheeded by Reagan, warne4.- the transfer plan could
-produce some pitfalls." Federal
deficits of just under $100 billion,
tile figure cited by Reagan in his
address,
are not economically
,
aceptable," Dole added.
Dtmocratic criticism was
predictably harsher.
Senate Minority Leader Robert
CI Byrd, D-W.Va., said, "I don't
believe Democrats or
Republicans will want to stand
still while our economy continues
to.deteriorate."

(Continued From Page One)
••
Fred Harrison, president of the over three years — was enacted
And at one point, Reagan was
National League of Cities, called last year, along with about $35 jeered by a handful of Democrats
Reagan's plan "the boldest pro- billion in spending cuts as the first when he conceded "the budget
posal since the 1930s" and said it part of Reagan's economic deficit this year will exceed our
would'"greatly simplify the way recovery program.
earlier expectations."
As he has done in the past,
government works.'
But he drew a standing ovation
Reagan put to rest the possibili- Reagan suggested the nation's when he turned from economic
ty that the administration would economic woes were not his fault, matters to praise the heroism of
back an increase in excise taxes but were inherited from the Lenny Skutnik, the Virginia man
on consumer goods, a route the previous Democratic administra- who dove into the icy Potomac
tion.
president had considered.
River on Jan. 13 to rescue a
"If we had not acted as we did, woman after the crash of an Air
"Raising taxes won't balance
things would be far worse for all Florida jet.
the budget," Reagan declared.
will seek no tax increases this Americans than they are today,"
Skutnik watched from the
year and I have no intention of he said.
visitors' gallery, beside Reagan's
Reagan was interrupted by apretreating from our basic prowife, Nancy.
plause 20 times, but most of it
gram of tax relief."
Reagan proposed putting a cap
The largest tax increase in came from the Republican side of
on federal benefit programs,-sayhistory — a 25 percent reduction the aisle.
ing his plan could save $63 billion
over four years "without affecting
Social Security."
However„ House Republican
••
leader Robert Michel of Illinois
wide. I feel administering these states had such different priorities and other GOP leaders predicted
programs on a local basis would
and levels of benefits. Turning Reagan would have a harder time
be much better because our of- these things back to the state getting large additional budget
ficials _know more about what is
would be like each state having cuts through Congress in this congoing on and what is needed than
their own social security system gressional election year than he
people in Washington. Reagan's and I'm very dissapointed in this did in 1981 — partly because of
possible defections by GOP
approach is to giv'e more power
proposal.
back to the people on a local level,
"The American people decided moderates from the Northeast
it's a brave and courageous pro- they wanted a change and I feel and Midwest.
The president also proposed
posal and I think it will work."
the President is bound and deterlegislation
to permit the designaPinkston said, "If I were the mined that he is going to turn this
tion of urban enterprise zones — a
president, I'd make this trade too economy around, let's hope like system
of special tax benefits to
for the simple reason, that it's a
heck it works. He keeps talking create jobs in 75 of the mostlot easier to cheek out the medical about how we have a new beginn- depressed areas of.the nation's inchiselers than those drawing other-- 'big,'but I lust tiOn't See how he's ner cities.
s• benefits. The states will keep/their going to do it," Pinkston said.
aid to dependent children and food
Fandrich says, "Reagan is a
stamps at minimum benefits in
very serious, strong and confident
hopes of exporting their poor, president. He's trying to make us
history will confirm this."
back into a leader in the world,
Pinkston added, "We got this build up our defenses and try to
type of aid converted to a federal cut out waste in lots of places, let's
program in the first place because just give him the time to do it."

Local Reagan Observers.
(Continued From Page One)
remember it took Jimmy Carter
four years to climb from a 4.8 per-cent inflation to 12, so I think we
should give Reagan time to bring
it back down. Let's give the Man a
chance of doing things another
way. Interest rates going down
would help now more than
anything."
Reagan proposed returning the
administration of aid to dependent
children and food stamps. to a
state level and keeping the
medicare and medicaid programsthe federal level. Fandrich'
sayk "I believe local and state
pki0ple can do a better job than'
thc* in Washington in weeding
obrmore wrong and giving to the
real,needy. The only thing I worry
Acrid is a governor ... who thinks
regional and big city and not-state
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. ATLANTA (AP) — A teenager
testifying for the prosecution in
the murder trial of Wayne B.
Williams says the defendant-sexually fondled him, but under
cross-examination the youth contradicted some of his testimony
linking Williams with two other
victims.
The appearance of the surprise
witness Tuesday marked the first
time in the 5-week-old trial that
the state has brought forward
testimony linking Williams to a
homosexual encounter.
The 23-year-old free-lance
photographer and talent scout,
who is charged with two of 28 slayings of young blacks whose deaths
Were investigated by a special
police task force, has denied he is

Legislature..
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By MARA TAYLOR
But some legislators questioned
Associated Press Writer
whether the state had not already
FRANKFORT,Ky. LAP) — The reached that point.
Bureau of Health Services was on
"It seems medical (care) prothe agenda this morning as the viders know the public will proSenate Appropriations and vide assistance" to those the proRevenue Committee continued its viders determine are in need of it,
review of budget proposals for the said Sen. Mike Maloney, DDepartment for Human Lexington, the committee chairResources.
man.
A bleak overview was presented
"They know the money's there,
Tuesday by Secretary Grady and they're going to take It all."
Stumbo, who told the committee
One solution, he said, would be
of financial shortages in the areas capping all 'Medicaid expen—
of indigent care, Medicaid and two ditures and forbidding DHR from
other programs mandated by the transferring money from any
1980 General Assembly.
other programs to help finance it.
Those programs — the enact- But that could mean the end of the
ment of a juvenile code and the Medicaid program by March 1983,
decriminalization of public intox- Moloney added.
ication — are scheduled to take ef"The only other option is to
fect this year. But Stumbo re- eliminate the optional services
quested a delay in both, citing the Kentucky has made available."
lack of money to finance them.
Under the federal Medicaid law,
In the area of Medicaid,Stumbo Kentucky must fund certain sersaid he would support a move to vices, such as those provided by
limit state spending on optional hospitals, physicians and nurses
services offered under the pro- and those designed for homegram.
health and family-planning proSuch a cap would mean that grams.
"when the money is used, the proSeveral other services provided
gram is over," Stumbo said in an by the state, such as those for ininterview after his committee ap- termediate care, mental hospitals
pearance.
and primary care,are optional.
DHR's proposed budget inStumbo stopped short of adcludes an $89.4 increase for vocating the elimination of the opMedicaid benefits.
tional programs. He did suggest,
Beyond that level, however,_the however, that spending for them
program faces a $35 million deficit be restricted.
during the next 30 months in state
If, for example, the state
funding alone, if the current level allocated $115 million for nursing
of services is to be maintained. home services, the money proCoupled with federal cuts, the bably would 'run out about two
deficit expands to some $100.7 months before the end of the fiscal
million.
year,Stumbo said.
Legislative apprbval of the
.The remaining 60 days of care
Medicaid budget could technically would have to be financed by the
leave the state with a deficit, nursing homes, unless they chose
which is constitutionally pro- to ask their patients to leave, he
hibited. In reality, however, the added.
budget's approval would be a
Providers of health care wrio do
message to Stumbo to cut the cost • not want such a cap,Stumbo,said,
of the program.
should be willing to accept a more
And that would almost have to reasonable increase • than that
mean a reduction in services or a they
are seeking in the state's
reduction in the number of people reimbursement for their costs.
receiving those services.
Stumbo, who said earlier cost- James Gooding, head of containment measures enacted by
medical assistance for DHR, told his department would save $67
the committee that he would not million during the current biensupport reducing the number of nium, told the committee that he
recipients unless it became "ab- would have another cost-cutting
solutely necessary."
proposal for their consideration in
the next few weeks.

stery youth takes stand in Atlanta
cross-examination gets contradictions
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Stumbo advocates
capkoing medicaid
optioned benefits
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"WHEN YOU RUN OUT, -RIM-OPT TO HOCK'S"

(Continued From Page One)
services programs and public participating in the state's administration of federal block
grant funds.
The lawmakers were told Tuesday,that the state's- judicial
system has gained public acceptance, but improvements are still
needed in facilities and public
defense of indigent.
- State Supreme Court Chief
Justice John Palmore,in his biennial State of the Judiciary address
to a joint session of the legislature,
said inadequate facilities remain
"the principal handicap with
which the judicial system is
burdened." •
Palmore said that while things
are better than two years ago,
"conditions in a number of
localities continue to be pretty
dismal."
The chief justice said he will
have legislation and funding requests of just over ;500,000 to provide a more equitable formula for
paying local governments rent for
court facilities.
He said he hopes the new formula will encourage local governments to construct needed court
facilities, but "it is not to be expected that the problem of inadequate facilities will be remedied
overnight."
Overall, Palmore said he feels
the judicial system created six
years ago has gained public ac,
ceptance.
"The judicial system as its exists under the 1975 Judicial
Amendment has gained a degree

a homosexual. No charges have
been filed in the other 26 slayings.
The trial wasto resume today.
The boy on the stand was not
identified by agreement between
the prosecution and defense. He
testified that he was a student at
the Challenge School, a state-run
facility for youthful offenders that
a number of the 28 victims had
links to.
He testified that in August 1
while he was selling newspaprs
he had stolen in Atlanta, Williams
drove up end asked him if he
wanted a job washing cars. He
said he got into Williams' station
wagon and, as they drove around,
Williams asked him about his
family, whether he played' a
musical instrument and whether

he had any money.
"He felt my pocket — he wasn't
really feeling my pocket...," the
youth said, describing how
Williams fondled his sex organ.
He said Williams gave him $2
and when they drove to a secluded
area, he "jumped out and ran,"
getting away when Williams stopped to get something from the
trunk.
"I remember his face. I cant
forget his face," the youth said."I
wake up at night dreaming about
it."
The youth also linked Williams
with two of the victims he is not
charged with killing. He said he
saw Williams and Lubie Geter, 14,
get into Williams' car sometime
during the first weekend of
January 1981. Geter is believed to
have disappeared Jan.2.
The youth, who did not enun•
ciate his words and was asked frequently by prosecutors to repeat
of public acceptance that-surely them for the court, contradicted
ought to silence forever the noisy part of his testimony when
detractors from whom so much defense lawyer Alvin Binder queswas heard in the beginning," tioned him.
Palmore said.
Palmore said he would recommend four new circuit judges and_
continued streamlining of the
handling of civil cases. He said he
also will request a $2,000 annual
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
increase in salary for Kentucky's
120 county court clerks and in- bill empowering the state
creases in benefits to retired Superintendent of Public Instruction to mediate disputes between
judges and their widows.
Palmore strayed outside the neighboring school districts over
realm of the judiciary to urge the transfers of district territory now
legislators to strongly consider goes to the Kentucky Senate.
Under the proposal, when
sufficient funding for the public
defenders.
residents of an area in one school
"It is not my purpose to intrude ditrict wish to transfer to another
in your business by suggesting district, and the two boards of
how much you need to spend :for education cannot,., settle the
the defense of indigents, but I do disagreement between them, the
hope you will appreciate the superintendent would be emgravity of the problem,"-Palmore powered to do so.
The bill'waspassed Tuesday by
said. "It is unavoidable and it will
the House of Representatives.
not go away."
The House Health and Welfare
Committee Tuesday approved a
bill to regulate boarding homes,
The Murray Ledger & Times
while another House committee
USPS 300-700
approved a bill to require counties
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
to reapportion commissioner
Christmas Day, New Years Day and
districts.
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
Inc.;3041 N. Ith, Murray, Ky. 42071, Second
The House got a new member
Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071,
Tuesday, as Carolyn Kenton was
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
sowrn in to replace her late husby carriers, $3.50 per month, payable in advance.
By mail in Calloway County and to
band, former House Speaker
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and FarWilliam Kenton., as the represenmington. Ky., and Paris. Buchanan and
tative from the 75th District.
Puryear, Tn., $24.S0 per year. By -nail to
other destinations $39.50 per year.
Mrs. Kenton won a special elecTo reach all departments of the newspaper
tion Monday to succeed her husphone 753-1916
band, who died two days after the
•
November general election

School district bill
heads for senate
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Reagan to untangle
family problems
Most summaries of President Reagan's first year
in office give him high marks for working with Congress and sustaining the confidence of the
American people. He cannot expect to do as well in
his second year unless he sorts out the tangled lines
of authority and communication within his own official family.
The first anniversary of the Reagan inaugural
finds the country in the midst of a recession.
Though not Of the President's making, it may get
worse before it gets better. Mr. Reagan will have to
command the utmost credibility for his policies to
resist the political forces that will be marshaled
against them until he can welcome the arrival of
better times.
Mr. Reagan's crackdown on news leaks only partly addresses his policy and communications problem. It can prevent the embarrassment of
premature release of information, or indiscretions
like David Stockman's unburdening of doubts about
the President's economic program.
It is bad enough for news about pending policy
decisions to be leaked before the decisions have
been made, but it is worse to have policies decided
and formally announced before they have been fully
discussed by the President and his key advisers.
That is what appears to have happened when the
White House embraced a change in the way tax exemptions will be granted by the Internal
Revenue Service to private schools — a step
taken in a way that left the White House accused
of countenancing racial discrimination.
Mr. Reagan has put the record straight. He does
not approve of racial discrimination,and never has.
We trust that he is equally disapproving of slipshod
staff work in the White House, and will use this incident to review whether his "triumvirate" of senior
advisers is working the way it is supposed to.
The gaffe over tax exemptions has brought into
the open an ominous degree of conflict and confusion of responsibilities among the three men closest
to the Oval Office — presidential counselor Edwin
Meese III, chief of staff James A. Baker, and
Baker's deputy, Michael K. Deaver. Something is
awry in the way policy questions move up the slopes
of this three-sided pyramid to the President.
Mr. Reagan must determine whether the problem
is one of organization, or of personal chemistry
among his advisers. He is not the first president to
have trouble establishing clear and reliable lines of
communication within his staff, but he is a president whose governing style demands that any problem in this area be solved promptly.
Mr. Reagan has shown during his first year in office that he does not attack the presidency with consuming, round-the-clock attention to detail. Indeed,
he is the opposite in this respect of his predecessor
Jimmy Carter, who often was faulted for neglecting
the big picture in foreign or domestic policy to immerse himself in administrative trivia.
The pressures on the modern presidency and the
flow of information funneling to the White House
from a vast federal establishment may well dictate
that a president, to be effective, must concentrate
on the big picture at the expense of detail. This
presumes, however, that there will be no detours or
failures in lines of communication carrying basic
policy issues to the President's desk.
Mr. Reagan already has taken one step as a result
of the embarrassment over the tax-exemption
policy. There will be a new Cabinet council on legal
policy to keep track of such issues arising in various
departments. But the President may find it
necessary to take other steps closer to his own office to dispel the notion that he is so "disengaged"
from day-to-day affairs in the White House that he
is not really in charge — an impression that could
be most damaging in the months ahead.

Looking bock
Ten years ago
Loyal Order of Moose and Legion of Moose Lodge
No. 2011 had donated an emergency vehicle to
Calloway County Fire-Rescue. Paul Grogan, lodge
governor, had presented title to Max Dowdy, chief
of rescue unit.
Dr. and Mrs. L. J. Hortin had presented a program at meeting of J. N. Williams Chapter of
United Daughters ,of Confederacy at Murray
Woman's Club -house. The program was about
Robert E. Lee,T. J.(Stonewall) Jackson and Matin January.
thew Fontaine Maury,all
Twenty years ago
Murray State College Board of Regents had approved purchase of four tracts of land between
Payne and Chestnut Streets on northeast side of
campus at a meeting Jan. 26.
Elected as officers of Methodist Men's Club at
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church
were Harry Allison, James Wisehart, Taylor Gooch
and L. D. Cook,Jr.
Thirty years ago
Sgt. Billy Gene Thurmond, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
Z. Thurmond, had been in combat in Korea for past
eight months with an artillery unit firing 120 mm.
guns.
Elected as officers of Magazine Club were Mrs.
E. C. Parker, Mrs. Harry Sparks, Mrs. Jack Kennedy,Mrs. J.T. Hosick and Mrs. H. C. Corn.
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by robert novok and rowland evans

Tax exemptions cause political drama
WASHINGTON — The reflexive
action of a key Reaganite Republican
senator slamming down the
telephone on White House Chief of
Staff James Baker III last Monday
dramatized the corrosive political
impact of White House bungling in
the battle over tax exemptions for
private schools charged with racial
discrimination.
Administration insiders would
prefer to pass off this act of hostility
as symbolic — a momentary flare of
anger that, like other encounters in
the combat of workaday Washington,
soon passes.
In fact, the senator's anger,
duplicated by many other newlydoubting Reaganites in private outbursts across Capitol Hill, was not
routine. It signalled a breakaway of
the faithful that has been gathering
strength as Ronald Reagan starts his
second year. The breakaway may
hold ominous portents for Reagan,
his administration and Republican
prospects in the 1982 off-year election.
The backdrop of insensate White
House handling of the private school
issue shows that long before its denouncement early this week, conspiracy was in the air — exemplified
by a key discovery by Rep. Trent
Lott of Mississippi, - the House
Republican whip. Lott found a brief,

note on the White House correspondence log was ignored in
Reagan's White House, put to sleep in
a file cabinet.
With senior White House aides out
of the loop, Justice and Treasury
then moved fast, overturning the 1970
regulation by the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) barring tax exemption. They said the IRS had been
given excessive power to make lifeand-death private school decisions
with its rulings on charitable taxexempt status, a matter Congress
alone could define. That has long
been Reagan's own philosophic conviction.

marginal notation by the president
on his daily log of congressional mail
last fall. Pilfered from private White
House files, the log was surreptitiously sent to Lott.
The typewritten summary of his
Oct. 30 letter to Reagan said that the
congressman -urges you to intervene" in the pending Supreme
Court case of Bob Jones University
versia the U.S., in which the High
Court would decide the issue of tax
exemption. "I think we should" intervene, scribbled the president in
the margin.
Lott and other Reaganite conservatives are convinced that that
marginal notation was destined to
disappear forever into the files. Instead, the pilfered copy was Xeroxed
and sent to the congressman and he
made good use of it. He displayed it
as evidence of the president's personal mandate to the Treasury and
Justice Departments.
When it was received and comprehended at Justice, it reversed the
Department's position from opposition to Lott expressed in a letter Lott
received from Deputy Attorney
General Edward Schmults on Dec.
15 ) to agreement with Lott. Conservative Reaganites say privately.that
that reversal is circumstantial
evidence that Reagan's margin&

In a classic irony, the reversal
overruled one of President Reagan's
Cabinet members, who was general
counsel of the Treasury Department
in 1970 when tax exemptions were
ended for private schools with a
racially-discriminatory admissions
policy. Now Housing and Urban Affairs Secretary Samuel R. Pierce,
the only black in the Reagan Cabinet,
played a role in the adoption of that
1970 IRS regulation.
One of Pierce's aides then was
John Chapoton, who is now assistant
Treasury secretary for tax policy
and a close ally.of White House ChM
--o-r--SUff Baker. -Neither Pierce nor
Chapoton were aware of the pressure

let prA.
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January is good time to correct mistakes
Dear Editor:
January is a month of new beginnings,so it is a good time to correct the
mistakes of the past, and reach for
better things. As we study our guidebook, the Bible and purpose to put
God first, He will help us to please
Him, and have real joy. I find the joy
of the Lord is m_y strewth. If you
haven't try it.
January is, also, a time when
Women Christian Temperance group
observe a time of National Health
and Safety for children and youth.
Since Califano says, "Cigarettes
through heart disease, lung cancer
and emphysema kills more
Americans than all wars and traffic
accidents combined," we would think
upon this now. There is such inconsistency in our nation, so why not
speak against $1 billion a year taxdeductible money spent by tobacco
industries pushing ad campaigns
aimed at our youth? Then America
spending $7 billion per year in smokerelated health cost, and much time,
money, and talent seeking for a cure
to diseases we could easily prevent,
we question.
Even though the overall trend in
cigarette smoking indicates that it
isn't socially acceptable any more,
many parents aren't helping children
and youth to never start the habit. If
you are not a good example for them,
why not warn them and let them
know that you are trying to kick the
habit. This could be true of drinking
and other things, why not learn the
Bible reason for defiling our bodies,
and teach them, too. It is stated
clearly in I Corinthians 3:16, 17 and I
Corinthians 619,20.
You know -that tit(rintWo—arida Icoholit .dritilt ads over 'I'. V., radio,

_
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Writer
requests
funeral book

Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
gat lAtieva..
13e.a.y,t
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am writing in
regards to a book you have on
funerals. I saw your item in my
newspaper. Please let me know how I
can get it and how much it costs?
C.N.
ANSWER: We do not have a book
that is solely about funerals so we are
assuming that you saw mention of
our — Almanac for Older
Americans", which includes a
chapter on Funerals. In this chapter,
we explain the importance of viewing
a funeral as a consumer, how to comparison shop, how to save money on
funerals, which services of a funeral
home are necessary and which are
not and give information on prepaying a funeral and making all arrangements in advance.
This book contains several hundred
pages of very helpful information for
senior citizens. You can order a copy
or in magazines are capturing attenspots on tv for American Cancer
by sending $9.95 to Heartline's
tion of more and more children and
Society.
Almanac, 114 East Dayton St., West
youth. They know that by the age of
One boy said to his father, "If you
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please allow
21 or before these people will be so
will quit smoking, I promise you that
64 weeks for delivery.
hooked that they are regular users.
I will never start it." I'm sure that
HEARTLINE: I am seventy years
That is another reason we should
parents examples mean more than
old. I took my Social Security at age
work and pray to prevent this beginn. they can ever teach by talking. Our
65, which is $630.50. My wife is 67
ing of habits, those users would like
actions often speak so loudly that- years old. She took her Social Securito break, but find it very hard. Many
they can't hear what we are saying,—
ty at age 62, which is 245.00. If! die as
of you give up in your efforts;but you
so let us be careful. God wants us to
of-now, I understand my wife would .
could use this as a reason for children
help our children and youth to be
receive my ;630.50, less a small perto never begin such habits. Be sure to
good leaders of tomorrow.
cent for taking hers at age 62. I would '
let them know the risks of smoking
like to know if this is true and approxSincerely,
and drinking on their health.
imately what she would receive as of
Lorene Clayton
Parents, pray and do what you can to
now. C.R.
De Soto, Ill. 62924
get this taught in our schoolx.
ANSWER: You are partially corSmoking and drinking have both inrect. Since your wife is over the age
creased greatly in the last 10 years. I
of 65, if you were to die and she were
was happy to read that smoking in
to survive you, then she would be
youth decreased for a time between
eligible for widow's benefits and
1968 and 1974 in both boys and girls,
1982 IlleNaught Syed lot
/-2;7
would receive 100 percent of your
but seems there was an increase
benefit. There is no penalty for takagain. Since then there has been a
ing retirement or wife's benefits
great increase in girls smoking.
earlier than 65 when it comes to
Authorities have warned that the inwidow's benefits. They are an entirecrease in smoking in young girls and
ly different matter. There is a penalthe persistence of smoking in women
ty as applies to widow's benefits, but may mean that cancer of the lungs
it is for those who apply for widow's
will soon replace the cancer of the
benefits before the age of 65. So, it
breast as the leading cause of cancer
would appear that, at this time, your
deaths in American women.
wife would receive $630.50 as a
I would hope that the parents would
widow's benefit if you were to die.
recognize-they could be the cause of
This would not be in addition to her
their children being so sickly. It has
present benefit of $245, but instead of
been proven that there is great
it.
damage to others who have to
breathe the smoke continually. Why
- HEARTLINE: I am not a senior
not consider others,smokers?
citizen, but since you deal with
Maybe the fact that there has been
Veterans Benefits in your column, I
a move to kick the smoking habit in
thought you might be able to answer
Hollywood shall inspire others to do
my question. Can I buy a VA
repossessed home if I am not a
the same. Of course, Hollywood has
,been awaken by the death of John
veteran? MR.
ANSWER: Yes. The VA sells
Wayne, Humphrey Bogart, and Steve
repossessed homes to any individual
io sin oke-re la tcd
Mug.,
who has a goo credit rating'.
deaths. Therimany olher stars make
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Letter to the editor

by Lott and Reagan's right-wing
Republican cadres on the Treasury
and Justice Departments.
But Reaganites are now convinced
that they helped persuade Baker and
Deputy Chief of Staff Michael Deaver
to ditch Reagan's campaign pledge
and the 1980 Republican platform in
frantic White House backtracking
away from the ,Jan. 8 decision. The
backtracking began with Reagan's
Jan. 12 decision to send legislation to
Congress barring tax exemptions by
law. It culminated in his Jan. 18
decision continuing the 1970 IRS
regulation for all but two religious
schools.
Reaganite cadres on Capitol Hill
now predict what one calls "an
unbelievable bloodbath" when the
president's tax-exemption bill begins
its arduous course through Congress
in hearings starting Feb. 4 in the
House Ways and Means Committee.
They threaten revenge in other
ways: by slack support for his new
round of budget-cutting and probably
tax-increases.
There is a tinge of sadness, too;
sadness that the White House staff
seems to have played games with the
president's marginalia; sadness that
the great communicator was not
brought forth to communicate and
explain a complex political issue
before it was too lat.
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Man changes his policy
to woo would-be wife
DEAR ABBY:I am 52,
have been divorced three
years and live with my
elderly father. Having no
other source of income, I
took a real estate course,
got my broker's license
and am making a modest
living selling real estate.
I've dated several men,
among whom was a
friend of my former husband. This man (I'll call
him John ) lives in
another town. He contacted me after he
himself was divorced and
flew here to take me to
dinner several times. He
asked me to marry him,
and after serious consideration, I refused.
John is a nice man, but he
has some unpleasant personal habits that I
couldn't see myself living
with the rest of my life.
We parted company and I
had no contact with him
for over a year.
Last week I received an
unexpected phone call
from John's lawyer informing me that John had
changed the beneficiary
of his life insurance
policy from his former
wife to me!
The lawyer said John
wanted to be sure I was
taken care of in my old

age since he knew I had

no pension prospects
(other than Social Security ) and no other: life insurance. John is 56.
I was surprised and
touched. However, I still
have no intention of marrying him. I haven't
replied yet.
What do you make of it,
Abby? What are my
obligations, if any? Is it
right for me to accept this
gift under the circumstances? How should
I respond?
BEWILDERED
A
BEWILDERED: I think
John is hoping that his
unexpected generosity
will so overwhelm you
that you will change your
mind and marry him. But
since you have no such intention, tell him so. And if
he still wants to take care
of you in your old age
with no strings attached,
please let me know, and
I'll start believing in Santa Claus again.
se

DEAR ABBY: I would
like to comment on your
reply to "Good Ear in St.

Paul," who asked which
is correct, "I feel bad" or
feel badly." You
answered that "I feel

Miintry"

datebook

Teat)

Homemakers club meets

bad" is correct.
Wrong! The word
"bad" is an adjective and
must modify a noun, such
as a "bad day," or it can
function as a predicate
adjective in the sentence,
"The day is bad."
When you ask someone
how he feels, an adverb
must be used to answer
the question "how?"
Then you add the "ly" ending to the word.
Therefore, "I feel badly"
is correct.
If you use my letter,
please use my name. I
teach English in Eau
Claire, Wis.
TEACHER
DEAR SIR: Sorry, you
are in error. Most verbs
are modified by adverbs,
but verbs that do not
show action, but instead
show a state of being such
as "feel, become, seem,
smell, taste, look, etc."
are modified by adjectives. Hence, to describe
how one feels, "I feel
bad" is correct.
Although you requested
that I use you name, I
shall withhold it. If you
felt "bad" before, you'd
feel worse if!had used it.

-S..•
DEAR ABBY: Add
another Iowan who after

Ruby Burchett was hostess at her home for Jan.
20 meeting of Wadesboro Homemakers Club. A
lesson about "Family Record Keeping" was
presented by Paula Palmer. Laverna Hardie gave a
lesson about "Once Upon A Diet." Jewel Lawson
gave devotional thoughts about "Looking Up In
1982."
The club voted to purchase a plaque for outstanding member Stella Stars 4-H Club. Others present
were Becky Gore, new member, Debbie Burchett,
Betty Palmer, Gusto Conner, Gladys Mitchell and
Pawnee Bedwell. A potluck luncheon was served.

By Abigail Van Buren
switching from tightfitting briefs to loose boxer shorts succeeded in
getting his wife pregnant
when all else had failed.
A year ago, I gave my
husband three pair of
boxer shorts for his 35th
birthday. Nine months
later I gave birth to Anne
Michael (picture enclosed - our first!).

Henderson gives program

Frank Bliven, guitarist

Valerie Henderson presented a program about
"Prayer" with scripture from Psalms 19 at

Guitarist to perform

meeting, Jan. 7, of Coldwater Baptist Church
Women at church. Each Member read a scripture
about prayer. Nancy Hamilton gave prayer calendar. Emma Lou Adams was hostess.
Other members present were Sue Madding,
Marge West, Judy Darnell, Wilma Jean Sanders,
Betty Darnell, Magadline Manning, Reba Kelly,
Donna Fulcher, Elizabeth Stewart, Vickie Knight
and Peggy Farmer. Visitors were Melonie
Hamilton, Mary Easley and Florene Richardson.

Classical guitarist in Room 346 of Fine Arts
Frank Bliven is schedul- Building. Additional ined to perform and con- formation about the
I guess the moral of this duct a clinic at Murray workshop may be obtainstory is: "If you want State University this ed by telephoning Ray
Conklin at 762-4151.
fruit of the womb, forget week.
Bliven is considered to
Fruit of the Loom." Sign
Bliven's teaching exbe an accomplished
perience includes serving
and
an
classical
guitarist
THRILLED
TWO
authority on such in- as instructor of classical
PARENTS
struments as the guitar at Western
Washington University
Fannie Scott, known to her family and friends as
Do you have questions renaissance lute, the and at Southern Illinois
"Ma" will beguest of honor at an 80th potluck birthabout sex, love, drugs baroque lute and the University.
day celebration Sunday, Jan. 31, at 1 p.m. at
and the pain of growing baroque guitar.
performance
by
A
received
his
He
University Branch of Bank of Murray. Her family
up? Get Abby's new
Bliven is scheduled at 8 bachelor of music degree requests that guests not bring gifts.
booklet: "What Every
p.m. Thursday, Jan. 28, . in classical guitar perSince her husband, James Plomer Scott, died in
Teen-Ager Ought to
in Farrell Recital Hall,
Know." Send 82 and a Price Doyle Fine Arts formance from the San 1933, she has continued to maintain her home on Rt.
long, stamped (37 cents), Building, at no admission Francisco Conservatory 1, Dexter. Her seven children are Ethelene Ahart,
of Music in 1972 and the Irene Mitchuson, Jack Scott, Bobby Scott, Jane
self-addressed envelope charge.
master of arts degree Thurman, Dolly Colson and Lillian Hughes. She has
to: Abby, Teen Booklet,
He will conduct a one- from Western 20 grandchildren, 43 great-grandchildren and eight
38923,
P.O. Box
day clinic beginning at Washington-University in great-great-grandchildren.
Hollywood, Calif. 90033.
8:30 a.m. Friday, Jan. 29, 1976.

Fannie Scott to be honored

Florida tour gheduled

8040/35 (12-78) STATE
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Bank of Murray
CITY

STATE

COUNTY

Murray

Calloway

STATE BANK NO.

• 753 3314

ZIP CODE

Kentucky

FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT NO.

' 207

•

42071

CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE
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)"Toopie Thomas, Murray-Calloway County Senier
Citizens Tour Director, has announced a special
one-week tour to Orlando, Fla., March 20-27. The
tour will include seven nights' hotel accommodations, seven breakfasts and dinners including taxes
and tips,four days sightseeing at Disney World,Sea
World, Cypress Gardens, Kennedy Space Center
and Daytona Beach. Thomas said the cost of the
entire trip will be $359 per person. For reservations
or information call Thomas at 753-8274.

December 31, 1981

'.ASSETS

Mil.

Thou.

7 892
.: 1. Cash and due from depository institutions . .
.
.
.
. .
. . ..... .
29 427
•:--2. U.S. Treasury securities ...... . ............. ..
5 994
3. Obligations of other U.S. Government agencies and corporations .
•
•
• • •
•
•
17
.
382
- 4. Obligations of States and political subdivisions in the United States
none
Al!
-, 5.
other securities ...........
3 750
-;:- 6. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell
64 895 ,
: 7. a. Loans, Total (excluding unearned income)
,//
f/ /
427 %
b. Less: allowance for possible loan losses
64 463
.
c. Loans, Net . . . . .
none
:8. Lease financing receivables .
.
. . .
2 414
9. Bank premises, furniture and fixtures, and other assets representing bank premises .
12
. . . ......
.
,
10. Real estate owned other than bank premises
..
. .......
. .
11. All other assets
.
3 251
. . . . . ........... 134 590
112. TOTAL ASSETS fsum of items 1 thru 11) . . .
LIABILITIES
16 803
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
98 276
14. Time and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations) ..
456
.15. Deposits of United States Government
4 336
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions in the United States
none
:17. All other deposits .
389
18. Certified and officers' checks . . .
260
120
'
19. Total Deposits (sum of items 13 thru 18) .
18
. . . .
, .... .
a. Total demati-d-depositt . . . . -.- . . .
101
266 ,'.
..............
.
b. Total time and savings deposits
2 190
..
repurchase
20. Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to
and
Treasury
to
the
U.S.
balances)
issued
21. Interest-bearing demand notes (note
. . .
none
. . . . .
other liabilities for borrowed money
i•
.
.
• • •
none
22. Mortgage indebtedness and liability for capitalized leases . _.
._.
2 475
23. All other liabilities
124 925
24. TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and debentures)(sum of items 19 thru 23) '. .
. -. _ _.
180
, . - . . ..... •
. . ..
25. Subordinated notes and debentures .
EQUITY CAPITAL
none
none (par value)
a No shares outstanding
26. Preferred stock
74.000
a
No
shares
authorized
27. Common Stock
•
• .
74.000. (par, value)
b No shares outstanding
...
.
000
.
.
. . .
..•
.
.
28. Surplus .
......
.
3 745
29. Undivided profits and reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves .
9 485
30. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 26 thru 29)
. .
.
..... 134 ,590,
31. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 24. 25 and 30)

MEMORANDA
i. Amounts outstanding as of report date

2
3

n

4
5
6
7a

elDe=r1ItI ra
THE RILL SERVICE RESTAURANT
WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE
GO TO EAT
THURSDAY SPECIAL

5 P.M. TO 11 P.M.

7b
7c
PAUL NEWMAN
SALLY FIELD

8
0

ABSENCE
OF
MALICE

10

11
12

I Wk. Webs&

7 Oz. Top Sirloin
- Dinner Bar
Potato, Bread & Salad
$329

AILY LUNCH SPECIAL
11 a.m.to 3 .m.

5 Oz.Top Sirloin

7:00, 9:00

Potato & Bread $229

15

For Catering Call

16
17
18
19

Chestr,'

19a
19b

• -S3 3314

753-1314

DEM HAMILTON'S
•

20

21
22
23
24

gS
Cook
GBookS©

25

26
27
28
29
30

0
Memo

N
.N
.
a. Standby letters of credit, total
5 463
b. Time certificates of deposit in denominations of $100,000 or more
.
.
.
.
or
more
325
. c. Other time deposits in amounts of $100,000
.
2. Average for 30 calendar days (or calendar month) ending with report date
118 443
•
a. Total deposits (corresponds to item 19 above)
report.
signing
the
officer(s)
the
other
than
three.
directors
less
than
attested
by
not
4nd
officer(s)
NOTE. This report must be signed by an authorized
1/We, the undersigned officer(s) do hereby dec'lare that this Report of Condition (including the supporting schedules) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
DATE SIGNED
AREA CODE/TELEPHONE NO
SIGNATURE OF OFFICER(S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT
.

'-1.5(12-753-11151

7:20, 9:25
Forth

13
14

am- &N'

Joe Dick, President

Ledger & Times

januarti'25, 1982

We. the undersigned directors, attest the correctness of this Report of
Condition (including the supporting schedules) and 'declare that it has
been examined by us and to the best of our knowledge and belief has been
prepared in eonformance with the instructions and is true and correct
SIGNATURE OF DIRECTOR
. URE OF DIRECTO

la

lb
1c
2a

The definitive Kentucky cookbooks,
out of print for over 20 years; over 400 recipes
rawitzpiurrr VIASIONOFTRINIWSIPAria=MONS •
WITHNEW,EXPANDED QVICIC-RILIFIRENCEINDEXES

The only reprint of the originals published irt,1953 and
1959, reproduced in new 81/2 x 11 popetbocks without the
ods ond photos. At selected shops, or by moil.

795
set ii
tw•b••ks

N ME AND TITLE OF 0 ICER(S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT

SIGNATURE OF DIR

SI

TOR

/
c----s

as mORDER BY MAIL!

rIMO On Mla Oil
TO F000WCF1K 2101 Cherokee Pkwy Louisville Ky. 40204
_ sets I endose $795 for each set(Ky residents odd 5% soles fax)
Send me
Add $150 postage/Ion:fling for 1 set $2 for 2•6 sets, $2.50 for 7-12 sets Please
ollow 4 wet4is for delivery
NAME __ _

, County of Cal loway .. State of .
Kentucky
, 25th .
d v of .
and subscribed before me this
. Swor
January
and I hereby certify that I am trot MI officer or director of rim hair
, 19 .84 ...
.8'6 commission espires ....June, 23rd'
4ft...A.O. Notary Pahlic.

(MAKE MARK FOR
NOTARY'S SEAL)

•

'

.

71:
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,

•

ADDRESS

IktI OM NM IMO 1110 In MI um En me NE mai ow win Eli
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.
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Community events
Wednesday,Jan.27
Title I District Council
for Murray Independent
Schools, Annette
Schroeder, chairman,
will meet at 5 p.m. at
Murray High School.

be at 9 a.m. at First Baptist Church.

Senior Citizens Centers
will be open as follows:
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
•
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Thursday,Jan.2$
Magazine Club will
y,Jan.28
gapartment of
meet at 1:30 p.m. at
Triangle Inn with Inez Murray Woman's Club
will have an open
Claxton as hostess.
meeting at 7 p.m. at club
Murray Women of house.
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
SIDS Support Group
at lodge hall. Members will meet at 7 p.m, at
are asked to note change Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
in date.
Streets.
Golden Age Club will
Murray -Calloway
meet at 11:30 a.m. at
Association of
County
First United Methodist
Citizens will
Retarded
A
hall.
social
Church
p.m.
in Room
at
7
meet
white elephant sale will 210, Special Education
conducted.
be
Building, Murray State
University.
FOUR GENERATIONS — Opal Morgan, right, is shown with her son, Robert
Bible Journaling Group
Mich.,
left,
Rosewood,
Morgan,secoind right, her granddaughter, Kathy Opatik,
of First Christian Church
Friday,Jan.29
and her two great-grandchildren, Kettle and Michael Opatik.
will meet at 7 p.m. in
Hazel and Douglas
home of Mr.and Mrs. Bill Senior Citizens Centers
Marvin, 1658 College Ter- will be open from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. with lunch at
race.
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
IRA G. CORN, JR.
Mothers Day Out will Douglas at 12 noon.

Zelar

THE ACES®

"He who foresees calami- exist only when West has all
ties, suffers them twice four trumps. As a safety
measure, declarer should
over." — Beilby Porteus.
cash his trump ace and
Some trump suit calami- when East discards, he can
ties can be dealt with. But it *push through his jack of
takes some forethought and trumps. West covers and
a careful line of play. Take dummy wins and a third
a close look at today's elu- trump is drawn by declarsive slam as an example.
er's 10. declarer then cashes
Declarer ruffs West's dia- winners and West gets only
mond king and silent one.trump trick.
thoughts run along diverse
What if East held all four
lines. Declarer wonders if trumps? After cashing the
he has missed a grand slam. ace of trumps, declarer
East wonders how cheaply concedes his jack to East's
they may-have bailed out-at queen. A second diamond is
seven diamonds and West
hopes to Create trouble with
,
1-27-A
.1011TH
-41(84
his surprise in trumps.
K64 2
If declarer starts the
•Q J
trumps via the normal look*10874
ing play of a low trump to
EAST
WEST
dummy's king, the slam is
+107653
+92
gone. East discards and •Q 9 8 5
West
the
must
give
declarer
4986432
•AK 107 5
lead in trumps. When he +53
+92
does, West leads his second
SOUTH
high diamond to force
•AQJ
if A J 107 3
declarer to ruff with his
high trump and West scores
4AKQ.16
his nine of trumps for one
down.
Vulnerable: Both Dealer
If declarer foresees a possible calamity, he will make. Spud'. The bidding:
the slam. A problem will South West North East

Pass
Pass
Pass

311
4V
Pass

Pass
Pass
Pass

44
,
6

BUY
UY

ruffed with the trump seven
and the trump 10 is cashed.
Then a spade is taken by
dummy's king to draw the
last trump-and declarer has,
a safe 12 tricks.

South holds.

II

SI

1-27-B

•10 7.6 5 3

Well
Pay You

•9 8 6 4 3 2
+92

North
3,

South

Westinghouse Light Bulbs
Stock up now on Westinghouse long lasting light
bulbs. Choose 60W, 75W or 100W. 466-1250, 1334,
1417

.

t Way!

1 I

II"Milt UM

CASH
NOW!

Windshield "AL
Washer Fluid
Use windshield pre-mixed cleaner
and antifreeze to clean you windows
summer and winter. 768-1018

NSA.

!per point for 1 /5 to 1 ct

DIAMONDS
WANTED

Carnets
IOC posts *pis 1 carat

Open Daily 10:00 a.m.to 6:00 p.m.

$399
Salo

ANSWER: Six diamonds.
The opponents have a sure
slam. Your best hope is to
get doubled here fora cheap
save.

Rural Mailbox
Galvanized steel mailbox with ribbed
for extra strength. Red flog. 328design
1.mailbox post 328-2217
2t
S0e1e9

Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O. Box 12363. Dallu, Texas 75225.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

Polyethylene selfstick tape seals heal
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ALL FREE VEST FOR
VVRANGLERTRUCK.
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FOR YOUR
4 WRA
TIRES western vest
N-PURCI4ASE OF UCK

13-0Z
SPRAY
PAINT
36 popular colors to
choose from. This test
drying, non-toxic
spray paint is ideal for
Indoor or outdoor
use. 13-oz. aerosol.
579-4M)3 thru
579-4441
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0
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Rooster Cables
$39.95

VALUE!

PROLONG TIRE

LIFE,soost

4
>
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#.9

-

ALIGNMENT
TOTAL
HEADQUA RTERS

0
(3

3 Days Only Jan. 28th & 30th
Bei Air Center
.11•1111,

:OPY AVAILABLE

Murray

D-CON

ea. Ready mixed d-Con rat

Sale

-and mouse exterminator. 4-tray. 1-1b.
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Charge It"
In Store Financing Available Too!

40 Rudolph's
-Tire..And Alignment Co. Inc.
Murray, Ky.

753-0595

721 So. 12th

GOODYEAR INDEPENDENT DEALERS GOODYEAR INDEPENDENT DEALERS
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Carol Cable all copper tangle proof
booster cables with heavy duty
demos
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xISAVY DUTY- ALL C.11111.11

Cr

Disc cy d/UM!

Plus
Tables Full-Of Items

Fluorescent utility light Includes two 40-watt tubes.
Ideal for basement, attic, garage and workshop.
440-3739

99'

• 10,000

ie
lk
typ

SERVICE —
BRAKE CHOICE
YOUR
A'Vk

Storewide

Frost King
Duct Tape

$7.49

Bel Air Shopping Center

WITRADIAL LIGHT TRgood-looking
and
buckskin ten,both
is
only. get efts
sh exposed
trim on with
siell:::
t
e
limited
brown.
113
with
a
patchis-dark
tree_ e
ot-teur
absoluTely
decostr'aetanding with purchase pay just
hateful%
and
tree
the vest The
Pockets. stitching. Get yoursWrangler Radials
or deater
Goodyear Store
matching
buy two
Or,participating
Radials
Wrangler
102.
Stop at any
MARCH 31st
S t 0.95.
complete detailsOFFER ENDS
0 tor
00147 WAIT.
T0

moff

4 Bulbs For $ 00

We ore not "Fly-ByNighters" only in town
overnight to take your
money: We've been trusted
in Paducah for 69 years.

Airy Geld Stomped
10K-14K-18K-221(
Ouscelosaisies
Ms4en,Peeler
essilire, Noel Geld

Bid with Corn

iimaiuurilai

;614
44
.--1\

•

lead: Diamond

Opening
king

OODYEAR INDEPENDENT DEALERS

Come
0:53
See
The World's Largest
Potato Chip
Display
On Display Now
At
Murray's Kroger
Store
Featuring Lays 81
Ruffles
Potato Chips

GOLD
DIAMONDC
.. .

WE
BUY

Prices Good
Throe Monday

0
"
..e.
"
3 SlOr 0.e. Cr.,
an 1 e

Panasonic AM/FM Digital Clock Radio
Features fluorescent green display,doze control,24 hour timer,59 minute'
sleep switch, 2-step dimmer control, music or buzzer alarm, and a simulated wood cabinet. 203-3827

Central Shopping Center
Phone: 753-8604
Boers: Mon.-Sot. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 1:00 to 6:00
Don't Miss These
Groot Values!

*'"do* ;pass
4.'s^0onnng
'6, 1815,

Have on• key made it regular
price anel we will make you a key
of equal value for lust IOC

1

1-.
PAGE6-A RIE

-Vr.Ntr11%11.S.IA ellnevla).Januar

RRA1.k);.1,11/GER

.-4111112.1111

Storey's
ODE)
GIANT
ir no in

Low

Horde. Owned
Ope,ated
Where

Don't Worry Murray...We Will
Not Be Undersold!
- Hours:
8 a.m. toll p.m.
Everyday

We Reserve_ The
Right To Limit
Quantities

enter

Bel-Air
Shopping
Center

Prices Good Wed. 1-27 Thre Tees. 2-2-12

REG. $1.99

r
.'44,f
r

REG. $1.29
FRITO LAY

REG. $ 9

POTATO
CHIPS

HOLLY
SUGAR
;5 LB

0

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.10 ADDff1011AL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOSACCO a DAIRY PRODUCTS

E
E
MARGARIN

58

IX

?NIA.."7"'

1 LB. BOX
WONDER COUNTRY STYLE

JUMBO ROLL 79

LYNN GROVE GRADE "A" LARGE

BREAD

75'

EGGS

FLAY-0-11CH

YOGURT

KRACKERS

644

GAL.'S229

soi.3/$1

4 ROLL

SUNSHINE SALTINE KRISPY

.... 12 OZ. 12 SERVINGS

PAPER
TOWELS ....

1 LB.
QTRS.

894

TISSUE

ICOCOA

CORONET

• FOOD GIANT WHOLE

MILK

DELTA BATHROOM

@nation
XIX

4

PLUS
DEPOSIT
(LIMIT TWO PLEASE)

CARNATION HOT

411 ima

FLAKED
COFFEE
11 79
el 2 OZ. CAN

$ 1 29 $

1 R G., B.B. ., SOUR CREAM
RUFFLES

woo&
Li*

FOLGERS

IIPK, 1601.

q 8BAG
OZ.

BAG
•

.C., DIET RITE
or R.C.100

240!

654
48'

SANDWICH BREAD

FLAY-0-11CM LIGHT

MILK

'A GAL.$119

KRAFT SWISS I. PIMENTO

SINGLES

UNGRY JACK INSTANT

BUSH'S GREAT NORTHERN

$ 1 19

OTATOES

BEANS

16 OZ.

DAWN DISHWASHING

isoz.3/ $1 LIQUID

$ 1 79

944

1202.$ 1 39

794;

KLEENEX

TISSUE

DOVE DISHWASHING

LIQUID

200 CT. #

.32 OZ.

$1 5

PARAMOUNT DILL
$1
3202.

PICKLES
BEANS

MR. P'S
FROZEN

3/$109 Cm
LIPTON 48 CT.

/99 TEA BAG
$ 1 69

EA BAGS

754

DRESSING

2 OZ. 3
/
151

'•

TISSUE

$ 1 °9

2 LB.

$1 29

KRAFT 1000 ISLE

7"

OZ

DOMINO POWDERED

SUGAR.

[DON BATHROOM

BEANS

4 ROLL 79

SCOT LAD CUT GREEN

3/$10o

BEANS
PARAMOUNT BEEF

KELLY'S LUNCHEON
19

MEAT

1202.$ 1

SCOT tAD CREAM STYLE

CORN
KRAFT RUTTERMILK

'NATION INSTANT

ILK

KRAFT GRAPE

DRESSING

KRAFT ITALIAN

USN'S CUT GREEN

PIE
SHELLS FA

29

1601. 2

FARI 100 CT.

PET RITZ

ISO!.

JELLY

BEANS

88
8

16 OZ.

RUSH'S BAKED

PIZZAS

6a 4

KELLY'S WITN BEANS

BUSH'S CHILI NOT

19

DRESSING

319
porit
l iV
ED wrni . SOT.

1601.

694

'
/89

16 OZ.

LIPTON INSTANT

694

$0!.

TEA

.30!.$23C

vITAMINSA•D
—

PKG.
2 9141.

UNT'S TOMATO

4

SUNSHINE 16 OZ.

89i CHE.EZ-IT

JUICE

46 0 .

KRAFT REG. BOO

$1 °9 SAUCE

18

OZ.6 ir

•
411111=11111111111111111111111111111ft

-&•11061
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•
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Prices Oti
We Accept U.S. Gov't Food Stamps

WHOLE BOSTON BUTTS
SLICED INTO

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS CHUCK

PORK STEAK

ROAST

8

LB.

158

LIMIT 3

FAMILY PACK
SLICED SLAB

MORRELL

11.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

•

HOT DOGS

SWISS STEAK

1 78
LB.

11 OZ.

We Accept Food Stamps

SPECIIILS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS SIRLOIN
ALL AMERICAN BONELESS

TIP STEAK

HAM

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS
FAMILY PACK

9

LB.$

MRS. WEAVER PIMENTO

$249 SPREAD

CUBE STEAK

140!.$ 1 4 9

LB.

SWIFT SIZZLEAN

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS CHUCK
$179

STEAK

LB

$149
1202.

BACON
FIELD COUNTRY PORK

BOSTON BUTT PORK
$129

ROAST

LB

SAUSAGE

LB.

$

59
B

FIELD ALL VARIETIES

SMOKED PORK

10LONA—

CHOPS-

1-23
1
-11111.

"
t
t

FIELD PRO•LEAGUER

LINK PORK

SAUSAGE

:1 69
$

WIENERS

1201.$1

19

9

Pt Li

3 LB. BAG YELLOW

ONIONS

ITALIAN

BREAD

r

.LOAF 79

NUTCHIN'S

$425

B.B.Q.

LB.

B.B.Q. SANDWICH 99'

BROWNIES

6/$159
3/894

APPLES
-

DELI MADE

PIZZA'S
SPICE BALLS

3 LB. BAG JONATHAN

$299 TO $399

PIMENTO

12 LI.894
/

CHEESE

FOOD GIANT CASH POT
We
Accept
THIS WEEK W1N $400•
Food
LAST WEEK'S NAME: IVY ROGERS,
Stamps
MURRAY, KY., CARD NOT PUNCHED

00

MUSHROOMS

, LB
994 CARROTS
PEARS...

2 99

994 WANTON'S

99

JUICE

ORANGES
PINEAPPLES

279'

1 0 99'

•
••••••

0

ED PaNT

Y

AVAILABLE

S

-

t1,1- It- "
I I Mt

Hit 11 • 1•• 1.11144 H TI‘IES.Merletr.olai laniaars 27. 19/12

Motion to dismiss charges overruled by judge

PAGL
!talian Spaghetti
Special
$1 09
Onls
t%ith Garlic Bread
Salad 10' Iiitnj
[Special For 101%1
Inside Dining Onls

free Refills On Drinks

Wednesday 11 A.M.-10 P.M
Ynu Can t Eat Thus Geod At Horrc For This Pric‘.

extortion and five counts
of signing false federal
income-tax returns.
McGuffey, a former
state insurance commissioner, pleaded innocent
to one conspiracy charge
and four extortion counts.
All the charges were
contained in an indictment ttiat was returned
last July by a special
grand jury.
Defense attorneys
sought dismissal of the
first conspiracy charge
and the first three extortion charges, which led to
a debate about whether

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — A federal judge
says he'll decide later
whether to grant
separate trials for
Howard P. "Sonny" Hunt
Jr. and Harold B..McGuffey.
U.S. District Judge
Bernard T. Moyhanan Jr.
Tuesday overruled motions to dismiss certain
charges against the two
former officials.
Hunt, former chairman
of the state Democratic
Party, pleaded innocent
to two counts of conspiracy. three counts of

prosecutors were relying
on an irrelevant extortion,
law.
Hunt attorney James
F. Neal said !Kentucky
law does not forbid an insurance agent being
ordered to split his commission from a state contract with other agents,
even though the other
agents perform no service on the contract.
Moreover, he said, the
practice was traditional
in Kentucky.
The indictment charged that Hunt and McGuffey aided and abetted

each other in directing
that commissions be split
and that they were guilty
of extortion under the
Hobbs Act.
Since the law involves
persons acting "under
color of official right,"
and because the government previously conceded Hunt was not a public
official, "it's not enough
that Mr. Hunt (directed
commission-sharing ) and
that he was aided and
abetted by Mr. McGuffey," Neal said.
Under the law, the
government must prove

that McGuffey "obtained
something of value" and
that he was aided and
abetted by Hunt, Neal
said.
But Lee J. Radek,
deputy chief of the U.S.
Department of Justice's
Public Integrity Section,
said McGuffey "had certain powers over the letting of contracts" for
state insurance and that
McGuffey and Hunt
decided "for corrupt purposes" which agents
were to share commissions
Me nwhile. McGuffey

attorney William Scent
asked that Moynahan
grant his client a
separate trial, or that he
at least sever the taxrelated counts, because
they might prejudice
McGuffey's case.
But Ftadek said McGuffey took part in the "entire scheme," which
"simply produced the
money which is the basis
of the tax counts."
Also, he said, the law
does not require that all
defendants be charged in
all counts of an indictment.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE

Crisco Pure Vegetable

Shortening
3 Lb. Jar Save 70C

SUPER MARKET
low Orerheed Means lo• Prtce.

We Gladly
Accept Feed Stomps
We Reserve rho Right
Ts Limit Oventitles

69

Armour Luncheon Meat

Treet

$ 1 39'
12oz.

Sealtest 12 oz. Save 20'

Cottage Cheese ....69`
Tide Laundry

Save 18'

Doz.

Detergent 49 oz. Save 2141

Save 21` 2/$1 29
17 oz.

3

46 oz. Save 10'7
9C

Kleenex Facial
175 ct. Save 18` 79c

Crackers

59

Reynolds Heavy Duty 18"

Wrap

Save 20`99c

is 7

Rosedale Blue Lake Cut Green

Beans

16 oz. 4171

I

Cans
Folgers Instant 10 oz.

83c

WORK, SAFETY, SPORT
AND LEISURE
— — — SAVE— — —

$389
Save 10'

Frito
Lay's

Frit° Loy
$1 49
I

8oz.

Larsen's Veg All Mixed

Frita

Lay s

Potato
Chips

No.9340
No._221.6

Save 40'8 Oz. Bag

Save 30c

Hyde Park Grapefruit

No.9401

9C

2/89C

Vegetables. 16 oz.
Juice

WORK
SHOES
new bmpment
Just Received!

$

Shampoo

Lb:Box

pecia Puritan!

Large Selectiee For...

York 200 Tablets

New Enhance

Murray

ODIZRAL MOTORS PARTS DIVLS3014

\Vv"

Coffee

Aspirin

641 S.
M

8Pk. 160:. Bottles
Plus Deposit or Bottles

Bleach

10 oz.

Sunshine
Saltine

GM Quarry
SERVICE PARTS

753-2617

RED W1111IG

Soup

Libby's Tomato

Pepsi Cola
Dew7Dr. Pepper

Purex Sore 10'

Campbells
Chicken Noodle

Pineapple ..20 oz.2/$1 49

1910 Caprice Classic
4 door, It blue w/blue vinyl roof, blue
cloth interior, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, power windows,
tilt wheel, cruise control, AM -FM, tape,
power door locks. One owner 19,xxx
miles.

DWAIN TAYLOR. CHEVROLET

98

\ivkl t

Dole In Juice

Tissue

•

99c

Buttermilk

Eggs

Juice

•

Flav-O-Rich 1/2 Gal. Save 38'

/
Lynn Grove
Large
Grade A

Cocktail

w.$10.00 Or More Purchos
Excluding Dairy & Tobacco
Products r Drinks On Special

Prices Good 1-27
Thru 2-2

k
/
‘ik

Rosedale Fruit

69

Noose °weed a Operated
New Store Nears 7...-$ p.m.

No.9347
No.2157
No.222

79
vvv\,
MEAT DEPT.

No.565

46 oz. Save 18'

FROZEN FOODS
Frosty Acres Broccoli

Gov't Grade

Spears —

Fryers

Garden Delight2Lb.

Pro-League

French Fries
Frosty Acres Cut

No.2248

Lb.
etzger or
Bryan Smoked

Field Sliced

Bologna Picnics
83c
$719
1205. Pkg. 99`
Lb.

Corn

No.!We

.•

Wieners

Frosty Whip

140,2219

1 Lb. Pkg.

1

Lb.

Sliced 89'Lb.

No. 345
No. 2219

Wide Selection
Sizes And Widths
Sizes To 16

Topping

89

U.S.D.A. Choice

PRODUCE

I
.
Red &

Round Steak.

Yellow Delicious & Johnothon

Apples
Yellow

3 Lb. Bag

Ripe
3 Lb

Bananas
Sweet Bell

Peppers
Pears

79C
$100
$

00

Tender Tasty
Minute

Steak
$229Lb

Purnell's
Old Folks
Pork

Sausage
Lb.

No. 2255

Lb
Metgzer Pork

Brains

49

No. 1133

`Lb

4 pods

Bartlett

Lb

49c

Dependable Since 1912
Downtewn.Square • Mayfield

Ky.
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Collins gives support
for Tenn-Tom project
U. Gov. Martha Layne
Collins submitted a statement of support for the
completion of the
Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway at a public
hearing on the Draft Supplemental EnvironmenStudy
tal
(DSEIS).
The hearings were conJan. 23 in Columducted
NEW LIEUTENANT - Ricky L. Jones, a junior majoring in Business AdMiss. by the U.S. Arbus,
ministration at Murray State University,has been commissioned a 2LT in the
my Corps of Engineers.
KY National Guard under the early commissioning provisions of the UniversiGov. Collins is one of
Kentucky's members on
ty's Reserve Officers' Training Corps(ROTC)program. The son of Mr. and
the TennesseeMrs. Lee Robert Jones,1624 Hemlock Court,Louisville,(shown pinning on the
bars)2LT Jones has been assigned to the 103d Support Battalion, Company A, . Tombigbee Waterway
Development Authority
Louisville, where he will drill one weekend per month, while completing his
said, "We must take
and
December..
In
course work for a B.S. degree, which he will receive

Faye Austin '
receives
certification
By Dwain McIntosh
Faye Austin, an assistant professor of nursing
at Murray State University, has successfully completed the certifying eximination by the
American Nurses'
Association for recognition as pediatric nurse
•
practitioner.
Her certification
makes Austin, who earned the B.S.N. degree at
Murray State in 1976, the
first graduate to become
certified by the American
Nurses' Association. She

a long-term approach to
the advantages of the
waterTenn-Tom.
way would encourage
future industrial development and provide untold
benefits for generations
to come."
She urged completion
of the waterway at the
earliest possible date,
and noted the waterway
will provide shippers and
industries reduced
transportation costs and
ready access to foreign
markets.
In her statement, Collins said, "Agency heads
and elected officials of

•

Kentucky have carefully
monitored progress of the
waterway since construction began. Consistently,
we have found this to be
an environmentally
sound project."
Construction of the 232mile waterway began in
the early 1970's following
the approval of the Environmental Impact
Statement. The U.S. Fifth
Circuit Court of Appeals
recently ordered a supplement to the original
environmental study. The
public hearin4 allowed interested parties to comment on that supplement.
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NEW FLAVOR

redeem these
coupons at any
store selling

GRAVY
MAIN

these products

DOG F000

Beef, Liver & •
Bacon Flavor •
CLIP & SAVE

25TODAY

STORE COUPON

25C

e 25c on
• NEW
Sav
FLAVOR
i

Beef,
1 Liver &
Bacon
Flavor

•
•

AVAILABLE IN 51b., 10 lb. & 25 lb. SIZES
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200

616-11

. 20c OFF

•

Faye Austin
is currently a pediatric
nurse practitioner in the
offi‘v of Dr.Clegg Austin,
Murray pediatrician.
• Dr. Martha Erwin,
chairman of the Department of Nursing at Murjay State, said certification is a voluntary program established by the
American Nurses'
Absociation through its
divisions of nursing practice to give tangible
acknowledgement of professional achievement in
nursing.
- Nurses who meet certain criteria, she noted,
may qualify for certification through a peer
review system and by
taking a specially
prepared written examination.
"Certification
recognizes expertise,"
Erwin explained, "both
in application of current
4Lnowledge and in the
ability to consider and initiate new alternatives
and strategies in clinical
practice."
She said the certification process .also reinlorces conscious me of
:theory in the planning
-and implementing of nursing care.
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Try the Master Blend®
difference.
Maxwell House' Master Blend' Coffee found a way
to unlock more ofthe great flavor other coffees leave
behind...to save you money.
We quick roast aspecial blend of beans to puff them up.
That way, as the coffee brews, it's easier for the hot water to
get more rich flavor out of each and every bean.
You make Master Blend the same way as ordinary coffee.
Since we get more from our beans, we use only 13 ounces to
give you a pound's worth of flavor, and we pass the savings on
to you.
Now save even more with our 75c coupon.
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Coupons mean savings! You won't lose them with a
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The Sunflower Group,7221 W.79th St., Suite 206 Overland Park, KS 66204

Announcing
New Log Cabin'
with even richer
maple flavor.

•

New Log Cabin Syrup tastes even better
than before because a has twice as
much of that good old maple flavor.
And it's thicker, too!
New Drip-Free Spout.
And our all-new dripfree top puts all that
richer maple flavor
right where vou want it.
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For Information
Iowan.
Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)'
Call

753-8856

axotauct COPponeet* today S CAP*
,nstead ot the postage and handling
charge
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•Pays for itself quickly
•Checkbook Sae
•3 separate compartments

Humphrey
gives up
co-host role
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Alige Humphrey
will remain under con:tract to WHAS-TV, but
she's giving up her role as
-co-host of the station's
"Louisville Tonight" program on June 1.
WHAS General
Manager Bob Morse said
•Tuesday that Ms. Humphrey will serve as co-host of a variety of
special programs and
"sr in several musicals.
• Tom Van Howe, the
-other co-anchor of the
'talk show, will continue to
do the program by
-himself.
▪ Morse said that Ms.
;Humphrey, 29, "just
wanted a new challenge.
She also wanted to spend
.more time with her
'Lids...she's very, very
-family oriented."
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Shop Uncle Jeff's for hardware
Uncle Jeff's has the
. • I • el paint, automotive, plumbing
ussoll111••••11111MIP
p.
electrical, sporting goods
largest selection under
1' r
and beauty aids
1 IN II II Eno •• al • health
I
II P II
one roof... Everything at ; IM41111111111111111111111110
6-le•
a
—II—III -II
- - housewares, clothing, shous
,
•
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DISCOUNT PRICES
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•
toys, camera equipment and th(
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•
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SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S HARDWARE DEPT,
Gulf 10W40
Mein

Oil

LU

89

Limit 6 Quarts

Chimney Sweep

Soot Destroyer
Helps Prevent Soot Fires

-

67
•••

1 Lb. Can

dieg°1
HEET

•

Great For Well Houses & Thawing Pipes

Fights Grease

$267

Oil

Gasoline & Electrical Fires

U. L. Rated 5 B.C.

Heet
Fuel System
Dryer & Anti Freeze

4F-

II

Burns Up To 3 Hrs.
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Prices Good Thru Jon. 31

Prices Good Thru Jan. 31
Vicks

Vlasic
Kosher.Dill

Nyquil

Pickles

Nightime Cold
Medicine

94(
Pickles 944
32 Oz. Jo. Sole

Vlasic Polish Dill

10 Oz. Bottle Sole

32 oz. Jar Sale

IMO

poartit'
VITAMIN
000

unarralrattan

Vitamin E

E

11111810i

Centrum

IMMO

eardrum

Payless Brand

1.4

$319

Natural & Organic
400 I.U.

299

100 Capsules Sale

, S.
Multi-Minerals
100 Plus
30 Free

Coricidin
Cold
Tablets

Regular 24 Tablets

24 Tablets Sale$ 1 39
Rave
Soft Perm
Complete Kit

Regular Of Extra Curly
Sale$259

15 1/2 01 Can

'$31 9
•

104 Tablets Sale

Lysol
Disinfectant
Spray

Jamboree Pure

Preserves
Blackberry, Peach, Cherry

1118

•

238

Sole

Package of 5 Sale

BandAid
Brand
Sheer Strips

Large Box Of 50
No. 4626
Plastic Strips Large Box of 50
No. 5624
Sale her tboice

Rugged as the men whu wear them

Men's Carhartt

Denim Work
Vest
With Thick Pile Lining
Reg. $16.99

1°8

33

Bausch &
Lomb Saline
Solution
For use with soft contact lens

$1

98

Men's

Sweaters
Velour Shirts
and
Active
Sportswear

112

$ 1 000
Now
I

WOMEN'S SHOE SALE
Infants & Girls

SLUSH
BOOTS LJ 10
Shoes
$14" Thru $ T 898
Get Any $1498

Buy Any Pair Of
Shoes $1 1 98-$1 488
Get Any 1 288(orLe,
Shoe Free

Shoe FREE
Baby Furniture
Strollers.

High Chairs Mattresses
And Carry-Ails.

A Natural
Fiber Laxative
21 oz.

$595

Super Size 8.201. Tvbe

Sale

Sale ,

la•••••••■ am Emsama•
a•••■
asue•a_

IPY AVAILABLE

•

0

2)(Y0 Off
Infant And
Toddler

Clothing
On Sale
o/
Save Up To 4n%./

St. Mary's

Bedspreads
Action Rub
Strong & Durable
$ 1 349
Reg $17.99 Sole

/0 Off

Tops

$

499

—Reg $25 99 Sole $

999

Reg $19 99 Sale

Pants Shirts
And Blouses

Save
25%

12 oz. Salo

Metamucil
Powder

$1 29

Off

Buy Any
Pair Of

Exquisite Form

Aqua Fresh
Toothpaste

Price

SAVE $6.99

Blades

09

$ 1 1 88

•

carbaratt

Schick Plus
Platinum
Double Edge

Efferdent
Denture
--Cleanser
Tablets

Reg $15.99 Sole

i

(Or less)

Disinfects and deodorizes, Giant Size
kills household germs 18 Oz. Can

2 Lb. Jar Sale

Blue Denim Reg $15.99 Sole
Overalls Pants $ 1 188

IIISINCE 1889

$399

Extra Pain Relief Without Aspirin

Reg. $14.99 Sole

Prewashed
SAVE $4.11 Overall Pants

Tylenol
Tablets

•

BAND AID
sheer
strips

Duckhead
Pants
On Sale

Extra Strength

Chili
With
Beans

1

Men's Genuine

Sale

Armour

40 Tablets Sole

$649

For Congested Colds 8. Sinus

Rave
Soft Perm
Refill
Regular or Extra Curly

69

Sale

Coricidin "D"
Decongestant
Tablets

$1 29
Sale
rut

High
Potency
Multi
Vitamins

Unbleached
Painters Pants
$ 1 088

Bras

/2

Price

Ladies

Blouses

$7-$9-$1 1
Casual

Buy Now & Save

& Dress Styles
S-L 38-46
•

Use Our Convenient
Lay-A-Way Plan
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Lengthy Illness !OBITUARIES! fatal
to Lewyn
LEXINGTON, Ky,
• Ray Mason's (AP)
-Jack Lewyn, who
became executive direcservices
tor of the Council for
in chapel
Burley Tobacco after a
Services for Ray Mason
were today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
The Rev. Steve Cavitt
and the Rev. Julian Warren officiated.
Active pallbearers
were H. C. Mason, Barry
Youngblood, Freddie
Derrington, Jackie
Mason, Royce Mason,
Joe Lynn Mason and
Michael Darnell.
Members of Men's Sunday School Class of
McKendree United
Methodist Church served
as an honorary group.
Burial was m HoLlan
Cemetery.
Mason, 70, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, died Monday at
3:12 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. Born
Sept. 16, 1911, he was the
son of the late Clint
Mason and Pearl Creason
Mason.
He is survived by his
widow, Laverne Smith
Mason; a daughter, Jeannie Harrison, Murray;
one grandchild; two
stepgrandchildren.
Also surviving are
three sis_ters, Sue
Youngblood and Mary
Lou Derriligion, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, and Eva Nell
Darnell, Rt. 1, Mayfield;
three brothers, Stanley
Mason and John W.
Mason, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
and Henry Mason, Mt.
Clemens,Mich.

•••

Hog market
Federal-State• Market News Service
JanuaryV,1
Purchase Area Meg Market
Re
itereipts: Art. 516/413a
intra
BrowsS Gilts
fully 2.00iowerSonsteady to 1.50 lower
US1-221W240 lbs
50
US 2200-250 lbs.
$47104.00
US 2-3 250.270 lbs
146.50-47.50
Sows
US 1-2770-350 lbs
$37.00-39.00
US 1-3300450 lbs
538.00-42.40
US 1-3450500
842.40-45.50
US 1-3500450 lbs.
S45.5047.50
sane d.00
US 2,1 300-500 lbs..
07.00-38.00
- Boars 29.50-33.00

long career as a
newsman, died Tuesday,
at his home after a
lengthy illness. He was
58.
Lewyn went to work at
age 16 for The NewsRegister in his native
Wheeling, W.Va. He later
worked for the Wheeling
Intelligencer before moving to the Charleston
(W.Va.) Daily Mail as a
reporter and later sports
editor.
Lewyn also worked for
The Associated Press in
Louisville, Lexington and
Baltimore and reported
on the tobacco market for
the Lexington Herald.
In addition to his daily
writing assignments,
Lewyn was a free-lance
writer of detective stories
and a- correspondent for
tobacco-industry
periodicals.
He was public-relations
consultant for the
Fayette County Board of
Education from 1957 to
1960. He also was publicinformation director for
the Louisville-Jefferson
County Republican Executive Committee and
for the GOP state campaign of 1956.

Jeatis
Country Biscuit
Breakfast

Stock market
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Oats

U.S. Tobacco
Wendy's

ONLY

$1.99

sale $70.80
Sale $84.00
Sale $60.00
So e$95.99
Sale $69.60
Sole $79.20

THRU FEB. 13

tMMIIIIIIIPO4M1004MPO4M.PHI

CORDUROY
PANTS

COATS &
VESTS
Sale

$12.99
$13.25
$14.49
$14.49
$14.99
$16.25
$16.49

Reg.
33.95
37.95
199.95
52.95 ,.
89.95
69.95
26.00

Sole

$16.29
$18.21
$95.97
, .......... $25.41
$43.17
$33.57
$12.48

Jamie

.RESTAURANTS

"Goodfood and good service guaranteed."

Many Many More Items Below 1/2 Price
Bel Air Center
Mon.-Sat 9-6 753-0550 Murray

12.56

C.E.F. Fuld

Take Another Look at Jerry's!

ALL WINTER SUITS
Reg. 147 50
Reg. 175.00 ............. ...........
Reg. 125.00
Reg. 199.99
Rep. 145.00
Reg. 165.00

27.50
29.95
30.00
31.00
33.50
33.95

3544 +'.
w:
(.
4
114.
7%
1 +

DuPont
Ford
G.A.?.

- Mit -Xing Den
FINAL WINTER
CLEARANCE.

Reg.

-1-114

Industrial Average

You'll love Jerry's new Country Biscuits, baked
fresh in our kitchen and served piping hot Our
new Country Biscuit Breakfast has two biscuits
with creamy sausage gravy, plus two eggs
any style and your choice of two bacon strips
or sausage links ...all for a very special price.
Now,that's a whole new reason to...

year hidWORST DRESSED- Mr. Blackwell's "Worst Dressed List
ed "Dallas"star Charlene Tilton,described by Blackwell as looking like "Mt.St.
Helens erupting", singer Sheena Easton, described as a "London roadrunner
dressed for the fog" and actress Jane Seymour, about whom Blackwell says
"fashions by Medflies."
(AP Laserphoto)

WIGGINS FURNITURE

Gel
41S%
00 6 SO

Big Once A Year Wall-To-Wall Sale

"SeSi

Beautiful
Solid Wood

Bedroom Suites

00

Less Than $8

(Dresser-Chest-Bed
And One Hite Stand)

Starts Thursday, Jan. 28
At 8:30 A.A.
"Extra Discount"
If 11-Haul

One Stack
• Of Box Spring

Mattresses
Miss-Matched it Sets

Must Sell
Prices
Slashed

(If You Can't- We Deliver)

Some

Bunk Beds

1/2

4
.1-

No Room For
Storage
All Sizes

Price

Close Out Prices
On
kerosene Heaters

Cocktail Tables
Used Metal Office Desk

(No Room For Storage)

Carpet Sweepers

(With Cushion)

3Wine Cabinets, Currios,

Hoky New

Off Reg. Price

Book Cases
Prices Slashed On All
Wood Desk1r& Chairs

-

0

Over

200 Sofas
Chairs &Love
Seats On Sale
0
0

1

Dinette Sets
Big
Selection
of 5 & 7 Piece
Chrome), Bronze

1 3 Off Big Selection
Of OHOccssionol

Chairs
Over 70 Recliners

Prices Slashed
For This
Sale

Dining Room Suites
On Sale

J.P. Nesbitts
(Adjoining Wiggios Fornitore)
Has A

#

Sale 0.

Oak-Maple a Pine

7 Piece matchino

Wicker & Accessories

h‘i

.///17W

1000floamwsw -

21
/
2s Miles No. On 641 753-4566 Murray, Ky.
•

,41111...•

- 4

•

_
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Sellout
crowd
awaits
.Western

Key shot clips Cards,56-55

a bieak, a chink in the
Cardinal armor.
Opportunity presented
itself at 3:16 when, after
minor trouble with the
clock was straightened
Murray State's Ohio
out, Key took command.
Valley Conference
Trailing 53-48, Key hit a
basketball game with
jumper then took a stolen
Western Kentucky Saturpass from a teammate
day is sold out.
and slashed the Mayfield
Over 1,000 tickets went
edge to 53-52 with a layup.
on sale Monday at 8:30
Lovett blocked a Cary
a.m. and by 9:30 a.m.
Sherrill shot and tied him
Tuesday the MSU ticket
office announced no more
up in the scramble earnseats were available.
ing a jump ball for his efDan Key swished a sixNo one will be admitted
forts. Calloway captured
Mayfield went ahead the tip and with 1:53 refooter with :01 on the
to the game without a
by six, then foul trouble maining Lovett conticket or a valid MSU stuclock to upset the favored
and a tenacious Laker nected on a five-footer in
dent I.D.
Cardinals at home. Key,
press allowed the visitors the lane.
No tickets will be sold
the Lakers' secondary
at the door. The gates will
to keep within striking
choice to shoot in the
Flood received a
open at 5 p.m. Saturday
distance, 43-42, at the end length-of-the-court pass
clutch situation, said he
and the MSU Lady
of three periods.
was pushed as he was gofrom Frankie Sanderson
Again the Cards pulled and Mayfield regained
Racers and Lady Hilltoping up, but once he was in
away by as much as five, the lead, 55-54, seconds
pers will begin the night's
the air and let go he "felt
51-46, but the Lakers dog- later with the gimme
activities at 5:15.
it going in."
gedly hung on,looking for laYulL
The men's game will
During the team'g final
begin at 7:30 p.m.
Sanderson recovered a
Saturday is designated
rebound from Craig
as Spirit Night and
Darnell's missed shot and
anyone attending wearMayfield's offense ran
ing MSU's blue and gold
the clock down to :26, givcolors will receive a free
ing up the open shots for a
shaker.
last-second insurance
A $25 check will be
trip to the charity stripe.
awarded to one male and
Jeff Garrison cornmitted
one female fan displaying
the Laker infraction, yet
the most school spirit
Flood missed the front
HEAVYWEIGHTS- Mayfield's Joe Prince (32) during the Racer-'Topper
end of his one-plus-bonus and
Calloway County's Dan Key (23) meet at the contest. MSU
and Key rebounded to set baseline
during Tuesday's contest at Mayfield.
cheerleaders will select
second
up his last
Staff photo by Jim Rector the winners.
heroics.
"I didn't care who shot
it as long as it went in,"
said Nute in the victors'
lockerroom. "This was a
win we needed desperately and it's sweet ... really
sweet."
Friday the Lakers are
on the road once again,
And most of the time ed, and finished the ConBy JOHN SALERNO
facing St.Mary's in varsithe man open was guard test with his foul shot.
Sports Writer
Competition was close
ty and junior varsity boys
Whoever started the Ted Duffy, who enjoyed
contests beginning at 6:30 saying, "All good things his second biggest scor- throughout the game as
p.m.
must pass,' probably mg night of the season Murray led by as many
wasn't thinking of basket- with 21 points. Although as 10 in the third quarter,
CALLOWAY 1561
but Marshall County
Miller "I 0-1 2; Butterworth 0 2-3 2; ball. But the Murray High he had scored 26 earlier
Tebbetts 30.06; Key 7 0-0 It Lovett 76- Tigers
season against Trigg came back to within six
this
applied
the
rile
720; Garrison 11-23; Darnell 3 1-2 7.
Tuesday night and con- County, coach Cary at the end of the quarter.
Totals-23-44 10-15,56.
Naughton hustled his
MAYFIELD 1551
, DOMINO EFFECT-In a mad scramble for the
MHS court. Coming up with the fumble is IVIHS' Ted
sistently
passed to the Miller said this was proSanderson 2 1-2 5, Owens 2 0-0 4;
ball members of the Marshall County squad (dark Duffy.
bably "Duff's'.' best team back into the game
Flood 9 3-5 21; Prince 6 1-1 13; Gray 20-0 open man to earn a 63-60
Sherill32-28.
jerseys) and Murray High players wrestle on the
Staff photo by John Salerno
win over visiting Mar- overall performance_ao_ at 4:53 when he stole a
Totals-24-52, 7-10, 55.
pass and hit David Ander,•
far.
shall County.
Halftime- Mayfield 31, CCFLS 25.
The' win pushed the son -the game's scoring
Tiger streak to 12, while leader with 25 points the Marshals evened for a layup to cut the lead
their season mark at 7-7. to four.
The teams traded
Teamwork continues to
baskets
and the visitors
be the driving force
behind Murray, as tied it up for the second
demonstrated by the and last time as Jerry
Ford hit a pair of free
game's statistics.
throws. Murray's Duffy
Everyone got into the then hit a basket and
act including forward Pace stole Marshall's inRonnie Pace, who put bounds pass which led to
Marshall County down a four-point deficit the
for good with a free throw Marshals could not overwith :05 remaining and come.
netted 15 total points.
The Tigers' next game
MHS center Jimmy West, will be Friday at home
who scored 25 points in on against Fulton City at 8
earlier win over Mar- p.m.
MURRAY(3)
Shall, had 13.
McMillen 2 0-0 4; Duffy 21; Pace 15:
Marshal coach Bobby Mcesuston 1 0-0 2; West61-413; Wells 4.
20-0 4.
s.
'F
:9f41
"
loon said his strategy Alexander
••
MARSHALL COUNTY fah
IND
was to try and cut off the Harrison 1 0-02; Anderson 11 3-4 5;
NM
2 0-0 4: Naughton 5 1-1 11: Ford 6
inside pass to West and Stone
2-3 14; Hudson 1 0-02.
OrlI.,-4-171 AB-39-E
-keep (guard David) Halftime-Murray 35, MCH.S 31.
AB-38-CSPB
AV
ELECTRONIC
MPX RADIO TUNER WITH AUTO
:erSe ClIsse-,
'
'Or e Qs;•(,,
,€,
McMillen from controll•
5 PRESET PUSHBUTTONS
REVERSE CASSETTE PRE-AMP DECK AND S-BAND GRAPHIC EQUALDIN specs. 6x12 PRESET TUNING WITH MEMORY. ELECTRONIC
and ,('wind tape AUTO EJECT.DIN specs
tar. .
the ball. But when you
ing
IZER Full electronic tuning system 5,.!.!•_monuol,,seorch. autoTUNING, DIGITAL DISPLAY QUARTZ CLOCK. DOLBY NOISE REDUCL,'D BASS TREBLE DOLBY NOISE REDUCTION :
•
got a pretty descent ball
TION,4-WAY FADER,SEPARATE TREBLE 'BASS . L D.vaianoe control
scan preset 6x12 channel selectors
club and you stop one,
Reg. 399.95
•
Reg. 319.95
they can still give you
SALE $369.95
SALE $259.95
trouble."
Coach Miller explained
that the overcompensation on West "left Duffy
and Pace open and they
STARKVILLE, Miss.
were cashing in on the (AP) The seventhbasket.
ranked
Kentucky
A9-36-CSIN
-We're not a one man
AM4NtiMPY stereo radio with auto rows.; 5 PRESET PUSHWM.-10c)i srere° rCx1,0 with AUTO REVERSE CAS:SE"-i DIN SPEC
AM FM 'MPX
WEATHER BAND stereo raP:
Wildcats
may
encounter
auto reverse
he
team,"
basketball
BUTTONS, cassette tape glover DIN specs rocking rewind and
PRE-AMP OUT HI-LO, BASS Jr1L-1 TREBLE CONTqOt LOUD/STEREO/
cassette tape rIrn,,eT DIN ipecs.-4-WAY FADER.LOUDNESS STEREO
another
slowdown
tonight
MONO.4-WAY FADER.
F:F seParale treble/bass. DOLBY NOISE REDUCTION.loudness.
MONO LOC/DISTANCE.SEPARATE MSS-AND TREBLE CONTROLS
said."People are going to when they tangle with
stereo-mono. L/D.4-way loder. biaance control
PRE-AMP OUT HI-1.0. ocv'circe cc,nt,csi
honest."
have to play us
Mississippi State, holding
Reg. 219.95
Reg. 289.95
Reg. 184.95
McMillen contributed down last place in the
four points and 10 assists, Southeastern Conference
SALE $199.95
SALE $179.95
SALE $169.95
including a perfect basketball chase.
baseball pass to forward
"We have no other
Stuart Alexander late in choice this season Ito
the game.
- slow down)," said coach
McMillen, a springtime Bob Boyd. "We have to
second baseman, hit his make every game as
wide open teammate with short as possible. The
AB-34-CM
AB-84-8M
AB-35-CS
40 remaining and Alex- shorter we make it, the
AwFwmpx Stereo Who 11D with auto roma+,rossene,DIN - -otivtifivtlotRx- sterep -racIto-vrttl cassette tope player 4-way
- AM/FM/MPX sterooTachtrwtartHeack-Tapeltlayer.d.workid
ander put Murray up 62- more our chances of winSPECS 4-way Fader_oontroi locking rewind and F/F tope direc- Fader control
P 8 elect ,ock,ng I stereo aro tape
control. LID program indicator light stereo indicator light
58. "We decided during ning are maximized."
tion indicator lights station indicator light
,ndicdtor light
the time out if they didn't ' State's publicity assist
Reg. 109.95
Reg. 179.95
Reg. 109.95
cover Stewart, we'd tant David Murray
SALE $159.95
SALE $99.95
SALE $99.96
throw it to him," Miller claims the tactic "makes
said."They didn't and we it easier on the
did."
scorekeeper."
Marshal guard Danny
We handle many other lines of stereos and speakers including
Asked if this approach
Naughton, who had • 11 reflected a lack of depth,
points, brought his team he replied, "We don't
Kenwood
ADS Audio Plus
Power Mag
within two with :14 even have depth in our
seconds remaining as he starting five.:'
ADS
Motorola
Power Handler
grabbed three offensive
Kentucky goes into the
rebounds before 'sinking game with a 6-2
his second stmt.
337 Main Street
workSheet in the SEC and
Mon.-Fri. 8s30-6:00
Custom Auto Sound
After a Marshall Coun- a 13-6 record overall
Benton, Kentucky
Saturday 10:004:00.
of -Benton
ty time out, the Tigers in- while State is 0-8 in the
527-3633
bounded to Pace who held league and 4-12 on the.
-r
the ball until he was foul- sealbn.
071.111.77
,
thneout with :15 remain- which have ended on such
ing after Key snatched a a positive note.
"We're getting used to
missed free throw rebound and crossed mid- being in so many close
court, Nute revealed his ballgames - it's finally
starting to pay off. It's
gambling strategy.
"I told them to get it in- about time we started
to (Keith) Lovett getting some of the
underneath, but If they breaks,"Key said.
The Lakers snapped a
bunched back on hi% to
look for Key. He squared four-game losing skid
up nicely in front of the with the win, their first
basket and hit a super since Jan.8.
Mayfield, led by Jeff
shot-super," Nute said.
Key said his first move Flood's 21 points and Joe
once he received the in- Prince's 13, fell to 7-6
bounds pass was to his overall. Calloway's
right, his favorite direc- • Lovett (20) and Key (14)
tion, and after looking in- were the game's only
side, he drew up and other double digit
players.
e the shot.
Calloway moved ahead
scene was old hat
to the senior forward, by as much as seven, 13-6,
-who said it was the fourth in the first period on six
time or so this year he's Key points. Then the Carhad the same game- dinals whittled away the
clinching shot op- edge until a three-point
portunities. Not all of play by Prince gave the

By'JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
MAYFIELD - The
breaks had to come
Calloway's way
sometime. The Lakers knew they
did. Coach Chic Nute
knew they did. It was only
a matter.of time.
Tuesday night at
Mayfield the pieces fell in
place for CCHS and a 5655 hair-raiser belonged to.
the Lakers(7-7).

hosts a 20-19 advantage at
4:44 of the second period.
Both squads abandoned
their man-to-man
coverage and the Cards
slowly pulled away to a
31-25 margin when Flood
hit a 20-footer at the
halftime buzzer.
It was Calloway's turn
to ride the momentum in
the third period, outscoring Mayfield 10-4
before a Lovett turnaround jumper at 3:55
tied the game at 35.

ni.ge

Duffy, passing keep MHS
winning streak alive at 12

Custom Auto Sound

of Benton presents ...

"the open road sound"
of ...

AUDIOBAIIN
Arm.,
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Kentucky
may see
slowdown
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PRE-SEASON SALE

SAVE

On Lloyd Outdoor Furniture
HIGH BACK
SPRING BASE
ARM CHAIR
C4112

0
POSITION
LOAFER
C4377

SPRING BASE
LOUNGER
C4118

25 ok

We'll Store It For You Til
May 1st - Just A Small Down
Payment Will Hold Your Purchase
eel

SPRING BASE
ARM CHAIR C4034

"FIBACRAFT" is an exclusive outdoor furniture fabric developed by LLOYD and, proven through many years of successful use. It has an "air-cooled" weave that remains
pleasantly cool.. even when exposed to the sun for long
periods. The fabric is easy to clean with warm soap and
water. The fabric also has a natural "give" because of steel
wire reinforcing in each horizontal strand.
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Lamb scoring streak
aids Lady Laker win
wants - a winning
By JIM RECTOR
season.
Sports Editor
"We've ironed some
MAYFIELD - Senior
Rachel Lamb's hot streak things out and now we're
continued Tuesday night all heading in the same
as the Lady Laker col- direction. We're building
lected 19 points, nine re- momentum for when we
bounds to guide her squad play Livingston, then
to a 51-38 victory over Hickman County and
we're' also looking ahead
Mayfield High.
In two games Lamb has to Marshall County
pumped in 44 points and again," Friedgen said.
Tuesday's contest was
CCHS has enjoyed two
wins.
a good momentum
The triumph over builder for the Lady
Mayfield (1-7) boosted Lakers as the bench was
the Calloway record to 5-7 emptied in the fourth
and briefly ended a period with CCHS safely
marathon schedule that ahead 36-22.
saw the Lady Lakers play
The Lady Lakers bargfour games in six days.
ed ahead 13-6 in the first
Thursday the CCHS period and added another
girls travel to Livingston 13-5 spurt in the third
Central, but today they'll frame. The Lady Birds
rest, said coach Gloria had cut the CCHS advantage to 23-17 at
Friedgen.
"We were tired out halftime, but turnovers
there tonight and the key and a relentless Laker
word to our win was 'con- zone prevented any furtrol.' We didn't want to ther Mayfield advances.
B-o a rd w or k w a s
play man-to-man, but
they (Mayfield) opened dominated by the Lady
up with a man defense so Lakers' Lamb and Patty
we let them get tired in- Doyle. Eight of Lamb's
stead of us," Friedgen nine rebounds were
defensive caroms while
said.
The Lady Lakers' win six of Doyle's seven for
record now equals their ..the game came from the
victory out-put of last offensive end.
Marlesa West was the
season, but it's still far
from what Friedgen only double-figure scorer

Jamison° Truckload
Bedding Sale
Our Special Quantity Purchase
From Jamison Makes It
Possible For Us To Save You.
On This Fine Quality
Thi
This IsalOnees
fThe Finest Values
We've Ever Offered.

O
Bedding.
V 0/0

Twin Size

Regular Size

Reg. Price Per Set $299.95 Reg. Price Per Set $359.95
Now $1

7095

995
$ 1

NOW2

SAVE $120°°

SAVE $140"

Queen Size

King Size

Reg. Price Per Set $499.95 Reg. Price Per Set $649.95
Now $2999

Now $3
9
995

besides Calloway's
lamb. She tallied 12 of
Mayfield's total.
CALLOWAY COUNTY 1511
Overbey 3 OA 6; Doyle 2 1-2 5. Hoke 3
1-1 7; Lamb 5 9-14 19; Todd 2 3.4 7.
Hooks0 1-3 1; Treas0 2-3 2; Barrow 10.0
2; Cothran 10.0 2.
Totals-17 17-9161.
MAYFIELD ISO
West 4 4-7 12; Graham 20-2 4; Sholar 2
1-25, Adams 204 4; McAfee 2 1.3 5; B
Jackson 1 14 3; Guthrie 0 1-2 1; Jackson
1 2-24
Totals - 14 10-23 38.
HaUtane - CCHS 23, MHS 17

Lady Racers
will host
Louisville
Murray State's Lady
Racers will be attempting to break a four-game
losing streak when they
host the University of
Louisville Thursday
night.
Tip off is set for 5:15 in
MSU's Racer Arena. The
two teams met earlier
this season with U of L
dominating,64-56.

South Marshall
loses pair
to CCMS teams
Calloway County Middle School basketball
teams swept a pair of
games from visiting
South Marshall Tu
night.
Mickey Garrison's 10
points and four assists led
the Lakers to a 45-25 victory. Tim Weatherford
and Monty Morton added
nine apiece in the
triumph.
The Lady Lakers improved to 8-0 with their
25-21 win. At the half the
CCMS girls were ahead
16-2.
Sherri Gallimore and
Rhonda Lee combined for
13 points and nine rebounds for CCMS.

SCOREBOARD
High school
basketball
Tuesdai4sGames
Sow. Ky. Athletic Cant Tourney
First Round
Metcalf Co.67,Cavern& 66
Cent. Ky. Athletic Cot Tourney
First Round
Boyle Co. 62, Mercer Co. 51
Garrard Co. 59,Somerset 49
eason
Spencer Co.
R 50,
Co. 42
N. Hardin 51, LaRue Co. 33
CALLOWAY CO.56,MAYFIELD 56
Central City 65,Chrtitian Co.65
Estill Co.66, Powell Co.53
Fordsville 56, Hardins. St. Rornuald
56 Fulton City 53, Hickman Co.46
Ballard Memorial 74,Fulton Co.57
Lone Oak 68, Reidland 42
MURRAY 63, MARSHALL CO.60
Lowes 79, Wingo 61
Lyon Co. 62, Providence 54
Owensboro 53, Owensboro Cath. 52
Girt
Paducah Tilghman SC St. Mary 47
Lime Oak SS,Reidlaad37
Symsonia 58,Farmington 43
CALLOWAY CO.51, MAYFIELD 38
Caldwell Co.53, Trigg Co. 51

Girls AP poll
LEXINGTON, Ky.(API - Here are
the ranked teamsin Kentucky girls high
school basketball, with first-place votes
in parentheses,records and total points.
164 252
1.oneCo(8)
12-1 243
2.61arshall Co 141
13-2 217
3.elby CO
•
4.Elizabethtovm
12-0 199
15-2 186
5.Laurel C.o
15-4 155
6.Lou Mercy Arad
11-2 136
7.Vlarren Central
12-2 133
8.Fkft Western Hills
14-1 130
9.Frankho Co._
124 109
10.Lex Henry MY
'
10-1 102
11.Rowan Co
15-2 95
12.Warrai East(1)
76
8-6
13.Lou Moore
12-1
lt.Todd Co Central
72
15-2 70
15.Whitley Co
10-1 69
ItBelfry
17.Barren Co
11-2 61
Iteorbin
13-5 60
17-2 39
19.Webeter Co 20.Murray
• 84 33
Also receiving webs - Allen Co,
Ashland, Mears,Boyle Co,Lai Balks,
Chat Co,Combated,Davies Ce,Lou
Dam, Edit Carter, Leas
nsail°,ON.Co, Ramal,_Shsiden Out,
lintwellet, Byvesaia, Washington Co,
West Carter.

Boys AP poll

SAVE $20000

SAVE $250°°

QUEEN & KING SIZE BEDDING ALSO SPECIALLY PRICED

Free Delivery
7..

Murray, Ky.

--A

LEXINGTON, Ky.(API - Here are
the ranked teams in Kentucky boys high
school basketball, with first-place votes
In parentheses,northland total points.
18-1 318
1.North Hardin 1151
13-2 278
2.Virgie
12-3 21.
3.Laurel Co
12-2 240
4.Shelby Co
11-2 215
5.Lou Male
10-4 209
6.Lea Bryan Station
16-1 119
7.Carlisle Coll)
15-1 176
tOwensboro
154 169
9.Lex Henry Clay
14-0 152
10.Maste Co
. ITTI82/07
115
18-0 122
12.C1Inton Co
13-2 120
13.Franklin Co
9-2 86
14.Elisabefhtown
9-4 75
15.Lou Iroquois
.
11-3'
68
16.Rowan Co
12-6 , M
17.Pad Tilghman
14-2 60
111.Grayson Co
10-5 39
19.Lou St Xavier
11-4 . 38
20 Lou Southern
Also receiving ides - Addend,
Adam, Lou Ballard, Butt. Central,
Caldwell Co,Central Oty,Lou &dirk
Mb Fairview, Glasgow,
IlagborICht. Lewis, Ll
I iii17=
Marion Co, ,Iliddlesterio, Murray;
Palmed Ce,Trigg 0e, Leo VaBey, War
.
ran Ceara
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SEMI-ANNUAL SALE
SALE STARTS THURS., 9:00 A.M. OPEN THURS. AND FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL 9:00 P.M.

Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,
JANUARY 28,1982
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) erA
Despite some early morning
insights, you may not make as
much progress as you'd like
now. Your best bet is to think
positively.
TAURUS
(Apr.20toMay 20) dsci7
New work ideas are viable,
but difficulties in the social
sphere could interfere with
concentration. Friends are
evasive.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Fretting about romantic
matters or children could
hinder work efforts now. Try
to fulfill commitments. Don't
become careless.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 113114i:;)
You're tested now by either
a romantic or family matter.
Don't let others cause you to
act against your principles. Be
forthright.
LEO
(Ju1y23t0 Aug. 22)
better
a
Despite
understanding with a dear
one, difficulties still could
arise over joint finances. Be
regarding
cautious
agreements.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Though you're in a position
to improve income, expenses
could arise in connection with
children, leisure activities or
romance.
LIBRA
.11.1S-1
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Work efforts may be erratic
now. In the face of obstacles,
don't throw in the towel or
goof off. Be persistent and
keep plugging.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Dqting one you don't argue
with may not be the right way
to compensate for q romantic
disappointment. Try mending
your own fences.
,ifig0
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22to Dec. 21)
Distractions may interefere
with work you mean to do
around home base. You have
the right to be suspicious of
another's motives.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Despite much talk, little
may be accomplished. It's a
poor time for business discussions and even friends may
have exaggerated notions.
AQUARIUS
~b.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
Shrug off another's sly innuendoes. It's not the right
time to seek advice about
financial matters. Meanwhile,
curtail expenses.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20,
A friend's jealousy may surprise you. You may feel your
hands are tied at some point
today. Be low key and you'll
be more effective.

ONE OF THE LARGEST SELECTIONS OF QUALITY FURNITURE IN THIS AREA AT

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
This is only a partial list. Many other items not advertised!

SOLID BRASS
CANDLESTICKS
$100

w

1 n9
'

412fg

Records

released
1-23-82
Adults 147
Nursery 9
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Marilyn Lee Konrad
and baby girl, Box 715,
603 Elder, Calvert City.
'Dora Fay Conner and
baby girl, Box 1, Hardin.
DISMISSALS
Rebecca J. Freeze, 413
North Cherry; Glen A.
Casey, Rt. 1, Dukedom,
Tenn.; Margaret L.
Lowe, Rt. 1, Hazel; Debbie L. Beasley, Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn.; Ladonna
C. Jones,909 Story.
Shirley M. Reamer, Rt.
5; George Rube Bright,
809 Beach St., Mayfield;
Bobby G. Sadler, Rt. 1,
Farmington; Will Ed
Stokes, Rt. 6; Clemmie
Black, Rt. 1, Farmington; Phillip R.
Hargrove, Rt. 1, Dexter.
.Whitney. Nicole Vincent, Rt. 8, Benton; Donnie G. Hargrove; Rt. 3;
David Rudell Parks, Box
132; Clayton E. Flood, Rt.
3, Cadiz; Herbert Miller,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Walter S.
Kubilil-RL-4. Benton- --Estelle L. Jackson, Rt.
1, Rucker Drive,
Dresden, Tenn.; Rubye
Mae Lovett, Rt. 4, Benton; Liva H. Allan, Rt. 4,
Cadv; Fray Wilson, 310
North Fifth St.; CUstis
Fletcher, 502 North Sixth
St.

EACH

$8.00 VALUE

LARGE SELECTION OF

KIMBALL PIANOS PICTURES/LAMPS,
AND ORGANS
ACCESSORIES
1 ia
ALL REDUCED FOR
I / A PRICE
THIS SALE
LARGE SELECTION

BEDROOMS

SOFA SLEEPERS
1-Marimont Queen size loose
pillow back in nylon multi stripe
899.95

1/2

Cannon Ball
1-4 Pc. Pine
dresser with hutch
Bed
mirror chest on chest and
1229.90
night stand
1-4 pc. Bassett in dark pine,
formica tops, 8 drawer
dresser and mirror, bed with
dental trim headboard and
door chest also night stand 1119.95

e
1-Jamison Queen siz\
American,nylon velvet floral
lanai, brown and earth tones
799.95
1-Marimont Queen size
straight line in beige cor899.95
duroy fabric

1-4 pc. Dixie mahogany,
18th century design, poster
bed, inlaid wood top dresser
and mirror, 6 drawer chest
2049.00
and drawer night stand

1 -Jamison Queen size wing
back in brown beige and
699.95
orange tweed nylon
1 -Jamison Queen size
modern style with arm
pillows in flame stitch Her699.95
culon earthtones

DINING ROOM

/2
1

1-Marimont Queen size roll
, green, beige and rust plaid
799.95
loose
1 -Jamison Queen size
pillow back in copper
background floral stripe with
749.95
blue, gold and green

1/2

1-8 pc. Stanley pecan, oval
table, cane back chairs and
1999.95
lighted china

1/2

1-8 pc. Manor House cherry,
Queen Ann design, oval
table, 2 arm chairs, 4 side
3295.00
chairs and lighted china

2
1
/

1-8 pc. American Drew Oak,
English design, oval pedestal
extension table, 6 Windsor
chairs and lighted china
3699.00

1-3 pc. Dixie rustic oak,
panel headboard, dresser ind
gallery mirror. Also door chest
1299.95 899.95

1-8 pc. oak, Country French
design, plastic top oval
table, 6 cane back chairs and
2699.95
large lighted china

1199.95

1 Group La-Z-Boy

1-8 pc. Thomasville oak,
round parquet top pedestal
table, 2 bow back arm
chairs, 4 side chairs and
3630.00
leaded glass lighted china

2495 00

$ 1 999

CHAIRS

1-Marimont antique brown
velvet. Large roll arm with
799.95
loose cushions

1-Marimont English lounge,
loose pillow back, orange,
299.95
beige and brown plaid

2
1
/

1-Marimont Contemporary,
loose pillow back in beige
textured fabric also arm pillows
699.95
1 -Clayton Marcus Chinese
Chippendale 3 cushion in
quilted floral print, beige,
849.95
rust, blue and green
14chweiger 4 pc. pit grouping in brown and beige dot velvet
2195.00
cot1 -Jamison attached back
ton print beige, copper, gold
599.95
and green
atarm
Lawson
1 -Fairfield
tached back, beige, brown
699.95
and rust stripe

2-Marimont round back
swivel rocker in blue antique velvet
249.95

1/2

3-Steamer trunks (2 drawer)
red, black or white
249.95
1 -Queen Ann highboy, inlaid
mahogany with broken pediment
995.00
1-5 pc. Rustic Pine Game
Set. Extension table, 4 cane
1299.95
back wing chairs

Each

2-Marimont lounge chairs in
Herculon plaid of beige, tur299.95
quoise and rust

1/2
each

1 :Marimont button back
249.95
swivel rocker brown velvet
1 -Stained Rattan arm chair,
loose seat cushion in red and white
349.95

12

1 -Modern, multi pillow back
in grey beige,nylon velvet
799.95
1 -Clayton Marcus attached
back round arm Lawson. Solid
gold textured fabric
899.95

1/2

1 -Queen Ana, wing back
loveseat - fruitwood frame
and peach velvet upholstery 369.95

1 -National 4 drawer chest,
Parquet pecan trimmed in brass
625.00

1 -Oriental 2 door cabinet brass hardware with rattan base
675.00

299.95

1-Marimod/ lounge,
velvet, plain skirt

•

1-3 pc. Italian Cherry table
grouping • 2 two drawer commodes, one cocktail table
599.85
1-Bar cabinet in dark antique
pine with formica shelf and lock
299.95
1-0ak server •
gallery, slate top

1-Morimont lounge, off
white ribbed fabric, loose back
1•Marimont wigg in beige
cotton floral

1/2

1 -Lowboy, mahogany, shell
carved drawer front and claw
775.00
foot
1-Henredon trunk style
cocktail table, burl wood
430.00

1 -Fairfield attached bock,
solid copper nylon
269.95
2-Marimont swivel rockers,
turquoise velvet, round but249
toned backs

$

1-Henredon desk chest flip
top mahogany, 18th Century
825.00
inlaid with brass hardware

1 -Brandt sofa table, oak with
3 drawers and burl top
439.95

1-Marimont Queen Ann wing,
Azure blue velvet with
mahogany legs
349.95

2
1
/

1 -Table desk, pecan with
269.95
brass gallery

1-Marimont Queen Ann
tufted back wing choir in
navy nylon velvet
399.95

ea.

1-Marimont, beige corduroy,
loose pillow bock, high arm
799.95
with 4 arm pillows
1-2 pc. Early American wing
back. Dark wood trim, Herculon plaid in green, brown
999.95
and beige

1999.95

MISC.

5

Values To S493.00 -2 To Sell

1 -Stanton Cooper loose
pillow back Lawson. English
quilted cotton print in turquoise, beige, copper and peach
999.95
1 -Taylor King Queen Ann
Chippendale. Solid Mahogany
frame, off white damask fabric
799.95
1 -Fairfield, Lawson, large
dark green floral, beige &
orange shades
699.95

1/2

1-4 pc. Maple, arched spindle head and foot bed,
dresser and mirror, chest on
chest and drawer night stand 1349.00899.95

Your Choice

SOFAS

1/2

1-8 pc. Williams Oak, Chippendale design, bevel glass
lighted china, double
pedestal table, 2 ribbon back
arm chairs and 4 matching
3099.00
side chairs

and Lane Recliners

1 -Jamison Queen size Lawson
style, attached back in beige
549.95
and brown Herculon

2
1
/

spindel
545.00

1 -Student desk, red formica
trunk design, brass nail trim 349.95
1-Corner curio, pecan with 3
shelves 1 door in base, lighted

beige

249.95

299.95

1-Tayior-King Queen Ann
wing chair and ottoman.
Medium blue antique velvet 499.95

Wine Commode,
Cherry, French, 1 -drawer
450.00
withtrass hardware

.-Brandt

•
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Hours:
Southside: e
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
11-7 Sun.

•
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DArns

We reserve the right
to limit quantities and
correct printing errors.

Northside
6-10 Mon.-Sat. Closed Sun.
GRADE"A"

TOTAL VALUE PRIC

IGA Medium

Three Ways To Save You Money!

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES

WEEKLY
SPECIALS

Look for the RED TAG They indicate
the items you buy the most often
that have actually been slashed to
the bare bone to save you money
everyday.

Look for the bright YELLOW TAG.
These are our weekly advertised
specials: we continue to bring you
super savings each week.

BONUS
BUYS

Savo: Up to 17'
Utatt Two

Look for the BLUE TAG. They indicate
items that reflect our tremendous
buying power and fantastic manufacturer's allowances that bring you
extra values —
— Saving you even more money.

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES
Nw

2 Lb. Bag

Pacific Pride•Tall Can

DRIED NORTHERN

PINK

• •Save pp To 20'
Frozen

Tpoiztzinao
12 oz.

'1 29

Fisher • Sliced • comp°,

BEANS

Sandwich
Mate Cheese..

*110•Save Up Tc

12 oz. pkg.

$

Potted
Meat

19

IGA •save up To 30'

29

lb. bag

39

Dried • Save Up To 10'

Instant
Coffee

Pinto
Beans

10 oz.

Arm & Hammer

Savo: Up to SO'
Limit Four

.3oz.

.1

10 Cf.

Baking
Soda

16oz.

49;

Tampax

79

• Save Up To 15'

a

Packers Labe!•300 Can

CUT GREEN

JUST PICKED PRODUCE

ORANGE

•••

— EVERYDAY LOW PRICE —

S.^•or
'

•

Big 32 oz. $ 1

Dill Pickles
9' Off Label•Personal Size

Ivory Soap

4 bar pak

19

85c

Purina • Save Up To 25'

Cat Chow

•%4.
Ruby Red • Texas

Grapefruit

Big 4 lb. bag$249

Hormel• Single Serving •Save Up To 14'
..5 Lb. Bag $

79

Beans 'n' Ham or Noodles 'n' Chicken.
Raman Meal

Washington State

$129

Yellow Delicious Apples

.3 lb. bag

Bread......

24 oz.79C

Bonus Buys

Fresh

Green Onions

Van Camp's• Save Up To 19'

J1M ADAMS IGA

Pork 'n' Beans

OPEN SUNDAY

Hunt's• Save Up To 33'

Catsup
5 Lb. Bag • Save up To 30

There's One Near You!

Gold Medal Flour
Toll can

Eltron • CompareG.E.'2"

Light Bulbs

4 pock

1FG • Compare Miracle Whip '1.49

Salad Dressing

32 oz.

IGA • Compare Texsuri '1.05

Grapefruit Juice

6 7.
420
Big 3
.

27' off Label• Saxe Up To 45'

$ 1 59

Joy Liquid
IGA • Compare Cok•'1 49

Soft Drinks

894
89;

Big 211tor

894

TOTAL VALUE PRICES!
••,•••••-••••
•
Tr••••
.
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•
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•
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BEST

COPY
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• ITS THE TOTAL ON THE
TAPE THAT COUNTS!
YOU'LL SAVE MORE ON YOUR TOTAL GROCERY TAPE — TOTAL VALUE PRICES!
We reserve the right
to limit quantities and
correct printing errors.

You Must Novo Your Card Punched
To So Eligible to Win!

0480000 SOUTHSIDE i$2000.00 NORTHSIDE

HORTEN1NG
S

BISCUITS

g)

iLimit

On.

Minute Ma d • 120z. Can

FROZEN

ORANGE
JUICE
Reelfoot•Houser Valley Sliced

Bacon
Purnell's•"Old Folk's" Pork

Sausage
Fresh

Chicken Livers
1
2 Gal.
1GA•/

U.S. Choice - Iowa Grain Fed

Boneless Top Sirloin Steak

1.13.$2
69

Fischer's Cooked
2
........ ..12 oz. pkg.$39

Ham Slices.
Sugar Cured

Smoked Ham Butt Portion

Lb.$ 1 29

Sugar Cured

Smoked Ham Shank Portion

Lb.

994

Armour•30z.Pkg.

Sliced Pepperoni

-

Fischer's•10 Oz. Jar

Pickled Red Hots
IT'S THE TOTAL
ON THE TAPE
THAT COUNTS!

Oscar Mayer•Moot or Beef

Sliced Bologna

When it comes to shopping
for the best buy...consider
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
BONUS BUYS
WEEKLY SPECIALS
At Jim Adams IGA it's
TOTAL VALUEPRICES!
You'll find that you save
more on your total grocery
bill—COMPARE&SAVEI

Ends & Centers•Sliced
/
1
4 Smoked Ham

Elm Hill• Water Added

SUGAR CURED

.BATHROOM

Generic•Compere

— BONUS BUY —

Generic•Compere

SMOKED- HAM

Nonce '1.49

Spaghetti or
Macaroni..............
Big 2 lb.
Welch's '1.15

Grape
Juice
.....................24 oz.

Generic•Compare Del

Golden
Generic•Compere
Del

89's
79;

Monte 53'

Mom,

55'
Sweet
Peas
.................... 303 con

Generic '1 Comporo

Tomatoes

In the Bag Beef Sale

Del Monte 67'

303 Can.

494

.......................

Generic• Compere

Dog
Food

Troll Slaver

.................. 25 lb. $369

Generic•Compere

Wesson '2.59

Vegetable
Oil
......................41I oz. $ 1 69

Generic•Compare

Corn

U.S. Choice Iowa Grain Fed
Boneless — Whole

Jennio•Pre-Basted

Turkey Breast

Sirloin Tip

Y. Country Ham
Flows
Sliced Bologna

1012 avg..

Boneless
Whole•8-12 avg.

Top Sirloin Butt

Kellogg's '1.33

Flak.,.................... ;sot. 99

•

,
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•
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BACON

m$159

SAUSAGE

09 Pak.)-,%.

RoAsT m$19

SIRLOIN TIP

"2
mG
s
,

GROUND
BEEF

PORK

ØIs(4IL0N)

L.Or Moro)

WIENERS

uot_9,

So* $2" Om 4 LB

7

NOBODY HAS LOWER

PRICES THAN

BIG JOHN

Meat Savings
IUINSmobs4116b Moe 1")

BONELESS NAMS
111..khe Sqw Team

BONELESS TIP STEAK
11..1•118 Soper"haw Wow!Pak

MINUTE STEAKS
Rbonlis omit

BOLOGNA
Erbrish bider Or kat

SMOKED SAUSAGE
Choi

BRAUNSCHINEIGER
Vie Ora A hiMs erserial Or

THREE LEGGED FRYERS taMis

••

IP

COFFEE,

GRAPE
JELLY

ifiagGENT 00.989

$265

not

$109

WE RESERVE THE 21OWT TO UNIT OVAHTMES

_

------- • -
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_
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FRESH PROVE
FOR LESS

;
8.$

5

9$

WITH CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIFICATE

WITH CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIRCATE

WITH CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIFICATE
Showboat

SPAGHETTI
um.
VEG ALL

Big John's
Weekly Deli Specials

TOWELS
Saran Wrap

16 07

45e

BLACKEYE

$169

PEAS

Lb.

TUESDAY

Submarine
Sandwich

Bout+,

PLASTIC WRAP

SO Ft

994

Affy Corn

MONDAY

Chili

IS 07

294

DOG FOOD

ctz

22'

Naha,

Ea.

4201 169

OATMEAL

Wednesday

Gift sino,

MUFFIN MIX
1.0a,
MINUTE RICE

29071"

Merit

SNACK
CRACKERS
Hyde Park

AMERICAN
CHEESE

12071
"

SALAD
DRESSING

Watergate

$89

Salad

Lb.2

FRIDAY
Family Special Fried

Chicken

8 pc.$699

SATURDAY

Lb.$299

B.B.Q. Ribe
SUNDAY
Philadelphia

Cream
Cheese

6
- 9

84n.

BAKERY
Potato Dinner

ED
CHICKEN

Rolls

479
2

French Bread
Buy One Get One FREE

211

IPY AVAILABLE

1 2 59`

WE REKRVE THE RIGHT TO UNIT QUANTITIES
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Assessing fatty-cholesterol
DEAR DR LAMB —
would appreciate any information you could give me op
fatty-cholesterol in the
arteries. What tests can
show the blochage if any"
My family has a history of
atherosclerosis and I am
very concerned. I am 55
years old, female, 5 feet 6
and weigh 130 pounds. I'm
apparently in good health
according to my family
doctor My last cholesterol
was 249 I do smoke between
one and two packs of cigarettes a week.
My mother is 82 and very
senile, apparently from
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Guinn's Discount Shoes

Our community is growing through
its people, and the future becomes
brighter every day. Just look who has
joined the Chamber of Commerce in
its efforts for building a better
tomorrow in Murray and Calloway
County.

Two Great Weekends At Guinn's
This Weekend

Final Clearance
Selected Ladies

Rov
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ho
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Shoes
$ 1 00

3 1
For

Plus

_

(Buy One Pair At Reg. Price

reco
rep
Moi
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Eve

Select Men's

4.

•

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
In recent years it has been the arteries you have to do
shown that the significance an arteriogram. Dye is
of cholesterol levels often injected in the arteries to be
depends upon how much cho- studied and an X-ray shows
lesterol you have bound in how well the artery fills or if
small fat particles (EIDE.)
present.
and how much is bound in
could
othe
k,agyour
our
is motner 13)'e
larger fat particles a-DL). bhwla°cavye senility problems on an
To assess your status your entirely different basis from
doctor may want to have fatty-cholesterol deposits.
these additional measureIn any case. 1 am sending
ments taken
you The Health Letter numThe amount of fatty-cho- ber 15-2, Understanding
lesterol deposits in the arter- Your Cholesterol, Triglyceries tends to correlate with ides and Other Blood Fats
your cholesterol level, your Others who want this issue
blood pressure and if you can send 75 cents with a
smoke. Beyond this if you long, stamped, self'
reall want to see what is in addressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York,- NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — In
one of your columns you
mentioned some different
medicines to help severe
pain when menstruating. My
daughter, age 26, has been
on different drugs for this,
nothing seems to help. She
gets so depressed and sick to
her stomach. It starts about
a week before with severe
cramps. She is married, has
no children and is on birth
control pills. She has always
had this trouble since she
first started. She uses
Get Next Two Pair For $1.00)
tampons. Do you think this is
the cause? Her doctor didn't
know of anything else to
give her.
DEAR READER — There
are many causes for painful
menstrual cramps and the
cause will affect the treatment. However, in recent
years it has been discovered
that many women who have
painful menstrual cramps
have an excess production of
prostaglandins, a hormone
formed in many tissues but
also formed in the lining of
the uterus that develops
before the period begins.
Certain medicines inhibit
--the production of prostaglandins. These are Motrin,
Ponstel, Naprosyn and Indocin. Many readers will recognize these as medicines
used to treat arthritis. That
is what the FDA has
approved them for. But their
ability to inhibit prostaglandins may also be why they
relieve arthritis pain.

fatty-cholesterol blockage
and 1 really do worry.
DEAR READER — People do inherit the tendency
to develop fatty-cholesterol
deposits in their arteries
that lead to heart attacks
and strokes. In these cases
they inher0 a tendency to
have high cholesterol levels
or high blood pressure
Your cholesterol is not
exceptionally high but it is
not low enough to be considered optimal either, in the
sense that your cholesterol
level is unlikely to contribute to fatty -cholesterol
deposits.

Shoes
$ 1 00
For 1

ADVERTISING
PRO-CO ADVERTISING OF MURRAY

Plus
Next Weekend Sat. Feb. 6

FOOD PROCESSORS
ELLIS POPCORN COMPANY,INC

AS CONDITIONING AND HEATING
RANDY THORNTON HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING

FUNERAL HOMES
MAX CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME

ARUN ES
SUNBIRD INC

GIFT SHOPS
THE SHOWCASE

AIRPORTS
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY AIRPORT BOARD

INDIVIDUALS
B J. BERRILL, REALTOR
KATHRYN CARMAN
CHARLES E. HALE
CLAYTON HARGROVE
JUDY JOHNSTON, REALTOR
FRANKIE E McNUTT,REALTOR
TOMMY SANDERS
CHARLES T. WOODS.REALTOR

ANTIQUE DEALERS AND STORES
MAVIS MOORE ANTIQUES
APARTMENTS
MURRAY MANOR APARTMENTS
SOUTHSIDE MANOR APARTMENTS
APPEASERS
DOUGLAS APPRAISAL SERVICE

Aigners
Only -2495

207 N. Brewer

REAUTIGAISER SHOPS
FANTASTIC SAM'S

Your discount parts supermart

CARPET AND RUG DEALERS
HOME CENTER,INC.

OPTOMETRISTS
H.C. DENHAM,OD.

8
▪ ?A
8

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEONS
ALLERGY CLINIC OF WEST KENTUCKY
DAN. M. MILLER,M.D.

CLOTHINGSTORES
JEFFREY'S
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
BLUE GRASS STATE alCLUB
CALLOWAY COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION
UONS CLUB
MURRAY BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUB
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY JAYCEES
MURRAY DENTAL SOCIETY
MURRAY MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION
RACER CLUB

PLUMBING AND PLUMBING SUPPLIES
VAUGHN'S PLUMBING

a

—0- II
M
II
II
O
II

OFFICESUPPLIES AND EOUIPMENT
McKeown OFFICE EQUIPMENT
PITNEY-BOWES,INC

PAVING COMPANIES
PAVING CORPORATION,INC.

_Am. :
*.
g
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1 a
II

•
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•
a 18.99
•
19.9.5
a Master cylinder .
•
Fan clutches
.

39.99
Foreign

alternators
Manufactured for most
Japanese imports. Price with
exchange. 1 yr. warranty.

PRINTERS AND PUBLISHERS
CREATIVE PRINTERS

Remanulactured for most
1,
.
cars. Price wilt,ce
i
c17
ag
s
nt.e

Cheal.ty rn.trtufat toted by
I HAyden for roost domestic
111,

I
111

Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

REAL ESTATE
CO.BONDURANT REAL ESTATE BROKER
ROBERTS REALTY
RECREATION
CORVETTE LANES
WEST KENTUCKY MUSIC AND NOVELTY COMPANY

COMPUTER SERVICES
APPLIED COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
CONCRETE BLOCKS.SHAPES AND PRODUCTS
PAUL WELCH CONCRETE PRODUCTS
CONSTRUCTION.CONTRA4TORS
BANN'S WELDING AND STEEL ERECTION
BUILDERS,II, INC_
JOHN CLARK EXCAVATING AND CONSTRUCTION
CLEAVER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
FUTRELL ROOF COATING
MURRAY MASONRY
BILL PAGE BUILDING CONTRACTOR

RESTAURANTS
McDONALD'S
SIRLOIN STOCKADE

);14.0-foo,
.87

.39
Pyroil
anti•frosszo
All seasons
1201 L•mil

SHOE STORES
SHOE B1ZZ
SHOE SHACK

1.99
Pin bolts
Our reg 299. 369 and
399 tan belts Keep a
spare

Motorcraft 10W40 motor oil
6 quarts

TIRE DEALERS-SERVICES
HOOK'S TIRES, WHEELS AND ACCESSORIES

Do it yourself.. save big bucks!

TRAVEL AGENCIES
FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY

DECORATORS
BLACKS DECORATING CENTER

1.00

VAIUETY STORES
WAL•MART

DENTISTS
GEORGE C. OAKLEY,D.M.D.
JOSEPH H. REXROAT,D.M.D.
BURTON R. YOUNG,D.M.D.

OFF
WHOLESALERS AND OSTRIRUTORS
GIBSON'S HAM COMPANY

ELECTRIC CONTRACTORSIQUIPMENT
•
S ELECTRIC

on all
powar *taming
hoses
Limit one coupon per hose
Coupon good thru Sunday

.99

WORD PROCESSING
MARS

2.19

Pyroil starting fluid
For last instant starling
on Mose cold winter
mornings /4 or can
Limit 2

DU•

Oil Mors
Original equipment
Motorcraft or AC on
tine's Dm!,2each

Hours: Mon-Sat 8 a.m. til 8 p.m.

We Salute Our New Members Of 1982
Watch For Our New Membership
Directory And Buyers' Guide
Another Service Of Your...

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY

WINO

&haw •

.99
Preston* soaks,
stop Look
Slops most radiator
leaks IA seconds 120,
can Lima 2

19.99

2.99

Bottory charger
6 amp battery charger
by Schauer Body atm
and We

Tiro gouge
Heayy-duty protessional
!lee gauge lor the right
amount of air

1.99
ACE We Atter
Reg 299 and 349 For
most domestic cars
Limit 2

Open every Sunday

Warranty

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Hwy.641 N. (North of Stewart Stadium)
753-5171

Any remanulactured part purchased from AUTO SNACK will be replaced for a period of one year from date of purchase if under normal'
conditions it/ails to give satisfactory service.

AI prig.. mg goad for ..Cr...

Ad set.** orr4 ram MIMMV

SOUTNSIDE
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY K?,

753-8971
712 LOCUST STREET
PARIS. TN

644.9588

Seserop.110
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Shack

MOTELS
EAGLE INN

AUTOMOBILE DIALERS-USED
FUTRELL AUTO SALES
GARLAND USED CARS
WEST KENTUCKY USED CAR DEALERS ASSOCIATION

Paris

(go

LOANS
PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION

ATTORNEYS
DAVID BUCKINGHAM
DONALD A JONES
OVERBEY AND OVERBEY

Witt

82

A New Shipment of

INSURANCE
BENNETT AND ASSOCIATES
MORGAN,TREVATHAN AND GUNN
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE

ART GALLERIES
BLACKFORD HOUSE GALLERY
FRAMER'S GALLERY INC

ViCE
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Records
released
1-22-82
Adults 158
Nursery 7
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Barbara Jetton and
baby girl, Box 60,
Parkway Trailer Ct.,
Mayfield.
Judith Vaughn and
baby boy, Rt. 5, Box 2205.
DISMISSALS
Joyce A. Reed, Symsonia; Dustin L. Kilgore,
Rt. 6; Ricky Dean Watson, 1419 Hillwood; Flora
M. Campbell, Rt, 3, Benton; Charldene Hurt, Rt.
3, Benton; Edna J.
Gowans, 1702 Olive St.
Rachel 0. Wilson, Box
133, Hazel; Starlon M.
Langham, Rt. 1,
Mayfield; Margie L.
Haley, Rt. 6, Mayfield;
Nadeen J. Schroader, Rt.
1, Dexter; James Merritt
Lawson, Box 20 6 ;
William E. Hutson, Rt. 1,
Buchanan,Tenn.
Gloria Jean
McLaughin, Rt. 3; Adam
K. Hicks, 1661 College
Terrace; James Rudy
Shelton, Rt, 3, Mayfield;
H. B. Farmer, Rt. 2,
Wingo; Timmy J. Kirks,
Rt. 2, Hazel; Jimmy W.
Stubblefield, Rt. 1, Almo,
Parvin Hill, Rt. 1,Dexter; Casey G. Oliver, 210
South Ninth St.; James
David Williams, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Joyce E.
,Emerine,
1420A Stadium
View; Melissa A. Smith,
C7 Southside Manor;
Hazel M. Snyder, 1320
Wells Blvd.; James E.
Ray,Box 161, Hazel,
Magdalene Lovett, Rt.
4, Benton; Ralph D.
Morgan, Rt. 1; Raymond
E. Fretz, 502 Beale St.;
Charles L. Lewis, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Elizabeth C.
Puckett, Box 36, Dexter;
Edward Baxter Bilbrey
(expired), Rt. 2, Cadiz.
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BIKE HELMETS
NORWALK, Calif.
(AP) — Only a small portion of the nation's 105
million bicycle riders
wear protective helmets,
according to a bicyclehelmet maker.
Figures gathered by
Bell Helmets for 1980
show that about 75 percent of niore than 1,000
fatally injuiti4 bicyclists
died of head Injuries.
Although wea-ing a
helmet cannot prevent an
accident, it can reduce
the risk of head injury,
according to Bell.
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CBS wins rating game as Super Bowl draws 105 million viewers
NEW YORK (AP) An estimated 105 million
viewers saw all or part of
Super Bowl XVI, CBS
says, and the prime-time
segment of the game
registered the highest
rating ever for that portion of the pro football
championship.
The rating of the primetime segment, 7-7:50 p.m.
EST Sunday, was 50.4,
well below the 53.3 rating
for the record-setting
"Who Shot J.R.?''
episode of CBS'"Dallas"
in November 1980, but the
highest mark for any program this season, figures
from the AC.Nielsen Co.

The rating for "60
showed.
Nielsen says the prime- Minutes," 34.8, was the
time rating for the Super highest ever the
Bowl means of all the newsmagazine, which
country's TV -equipped has been No. 1 four times
homes, just over 50 per- this season, to seven for
cent saw at least part of "Dallas."
At least two previous
the game's conclusion.
Super Bowl games, inCBS won the three-way cluding last year's, began
competition with ABC at 6 p.m. EST, and conand NBC for the week en- sumed as much as two
ding Jan. 24 with nine of hours of prime time. The
the week's 10 highest- rating for the entire
rated programs.
Super Bowl XVI between
The post-game show on San Francisco and CinCBS was second, with two cinnati, which began at 4
consistent hit shows, "60 p.m., will be available
Minutes" and "Dallas" Thursday.
CBS won the networks'
- also on CBS - close ratings
race with a rating
behind

of 21 to 18.2 for ABC and
15.8 for NBC. Tile networks say CBS' rating
means in an average
prime-time minute during the week, 21 percent
of the nation's homes
with TV were tuned to
CBS.
The only non-CBS program in the Top 10 was an
ABC movie,"F'antasies,"
in ninth place.
CBS' "Falcon Crest"
finished in a tie for 10th,
the highest standing for
any of the season's new
series. "One of the
Boys," on NBC, was No.
18.
Three news shows were

among the week's five 'Superman"" on ABC was
lowest-rated proqrams. No. 70, with another ABC
"NBC Magazine' was special, starring John
No. 68, with an NBC News Denver,71st.
Here are the week's 11
special, "Nothing to Fear
- The FDR Legacy," highest-rated programs:
Super Bowl XVI, with a
69th and a •`CBS
Reports" production, rating of 50.4 represen"The Uncounted Enemy: ting 41.3 million homes,
A Vietnam Deception, Super Bowl Post-Game
was 72nd. "The Making of Show. 39.6 or 32.4 million,

HOME

War."
Junior Combs, proprietor of the Mousie
Market, which is across
the road from Mousie
Tire Sales, said the town
was named for Mousie
Martin,"who died not too
long ago."
As it turns out, Combs,
a life-long Mousian, knew
what he wws talking
about. At least, that's the
word from Mrs. Clark, a
Mousie native who now
resides in Wolfe County,
some 60 miles away.
"It's no mystery to
me," Mrs. Clark said last
week. "Mousie was named for my mother, Mousie
Martin. She was the
daughter of Clay Martin,
who was the postmaster a

Burley volume
drops Tuesday
By The Associated Press
Kentucky's burley
tobacco market was
down to seven sales
,centers Tuesday as
Volume dropped 3 million
pounds and the per hunaverage dipdredweightped 20 cents to 182.76.
Volume was 1,314,495
pounds.
The season sales total
reached 497,839,436
pounds, while the season
average stood at $180.98.
Morehead, where sales
totalled 83,494 pounds,
had the best average of
the day at $183.87. The
low was $182.06 on
volume of 53,364 pounds
at Cynthiana.

few years after the turn
of the centugy."
She said Clay Martin
had two daughters, Kitty
and Mousie.
The way the family
tells the story," she said,
-my grandfather had a
terrific sense of humor
and when my mother was
born he said, 'Well, we
named the first one for a
varmit so we'd better
stick with it.' And that's
how they happened to
name my mother
Mousie."
"I wish you could have
known her; I wish the
whole world could have,"
said Mrs. Clark. "She
wrote wonderful poems
about mountain life. Yes,
she was a very special

CORTETTION
An article in the Dec. 29
edition incorrectly
reported Dr. Frank
Blodgett was named to
the Advisory committee
of Federal Funding for
Education. Dr. Frank
Black, assistant dean of
the College of Human
Development and Learning, received the appointment. Blodgett was not
appointed as had been
reported to this
newspaper.

The so-called Short Form is now two pages It calls for ut,
to 63 entries. You may even find yourself-referring to the
, nstructions 16 times
H&R Block tax preparers are trained to ask the right que,-lions, make the right entries, use the right forms All ycii.
nave to do is sign your name.

4:0

VISA

THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

ermine, son,

Ingeix'rg King
Asst
492-8348

•

Kea BLOCK

17 reasons. One smart decision.

Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess
Mary
Hamilton
Asst
753-5570

"Here's #8 of my 17 reasons
why H&R Block
should prepare
your taxes."

REASON #8: H&R Block uncomplicates
the new 1040A Short Form.

Greeting new neighbors is a tradition with
WELCOME WAGON
"America's Neighborhood Tradition."
I'd like to visit you To say
and
present gifts and greetings from co
unityminded businesses. I'll also present invitations you can redeem for more gifts. And
its all free.
A WELCOME WAGON visit is a special
treat to help you get settled and feeling
more "at home." A friendly get-together is
easy to arrange. Just call me.

person.-

The Jeffersons,'' both
24.8 or 20.3 million, both
CBS; Movie "Fantasies," 24.1 or 19.7
million, ABC, and
"Falcon Crest," CBS.
and "Love Boat," ABC,
both 23.6 or 19.3 million. •

1111EIMIT"

New address?
WELCOME WAGON'''
can help you
feet at home.

Woman knows town nomet origin
MOUSIE, Ky. (API Rowena Clark says she
has the final answer as to
how Mousie, a tiny
eastern Kentucky coalmining community, got
its unusual name.
The question arose
recently when a visiting
reporter asked several
Mousians about their
community's origin and
got conflicting answers.
Even the U.S. Postal Service couldn't come up
with a definitive answer.
"I'm afraid it's a
mystery," said Joyce
Booker, a news information specialist at the
postal service's
Washington, D.C., headquarters. Various
reference books gave different answers, she said.
However, the records in
the Postal Service library
showed that Mousie
became a post office in
1916 and that the first
postmaster was 011ie M.
Gibson.
Polly Hicks, Mousie's
current postmaster
speculated that the community was named for
the first postmaster,
-shortly after the Civil

ST

"60 Minutes," 34.8 or 28.5
million, "Dallas," 31.1 or
25.5 million, One Day at
a Time," 26.4 or 21.6
million, and "Archie
Bunker's Place," 26.3 or
21.5 million, all CBS;
"Dukes of Hazzard" and

903 Arcadia Street
Open 9 A.M.-6 P.M. Weekdays, 9-5 Sot. Phone 753-9264
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE

Cassette
Tapes

REMEMBER
THE 10TH!

Save $1.20

3 hours of recording time. Low
noise, 60-minutes dual track tapes.
51.752-29 Reg. $1.97

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You set, Wise carriers are hidepeocient bUsiness
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their papy
checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier.
So.. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections.

Mray Ledger & Times

SOM
[SPECIAL

--- 'Quantities Limited-Limit 4 Fqcgs. per Custmer

le.
Is

dollard
dollard

Old fashioned value isn't gone forever, we've brought
it back for our opening. These prices go back to the
good old days.

No Appointment Necessary
Shampoo Cut & Style For Men
Shampoo, Cut & Style For Women

Only$7
,Regoo59 Lk
00
Only$8Reg
5/0 00
Sale Price $9.00

Shampoo, Cut & Style For Children
(Chddren I I yrs of age&

unded

Perms

Only$4
"
Reg Sc v

Portable AM/FM Radio. Has AFC, slide
rule dial, earphone jack. 8420r.01

*1.25

$9600palr $10•00Pair

Executive Dumbells
Princess Smart
lb. ea. wt.
6.6
Belles.3.3 lb. ea.
35 Reg. $13.99
3.5,
63
63-361-01
wt.
Reg. $11.99

Sate Price

.22 Shells. "Wildcat" high velocity
long rifle. 64210-02

Only$235°
(Includes Cur .4 Sty ie)
Reg 27 50

This is our way of introducing our family to yours.

cFailtasticSant§
the original Family Haircutters
We've got locations coast-to-coast, and one Mar you!

Thurs. 9 a.m.-8 p.m
Hrs: 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Murray
753-0542
Olympic Plaza
2619 H C Mattis Drive, Paducah
Owned & Operated By Tom & Yvonne Key

.00

Sale Price

Steering Wheel Cover. Cushioned
cover, wrap around lacing for a sure
grip and sporty look! 01.41028.36

Save $3-95

6.00

Save $7.99

4 In. Saw. For fast and easy cut/
23 Piece Socket Set. Standard or metric. 71
2 HP motor, adjustable
/
ting! 11
Has sockets, reducer, extension,
depth/bevel. 117308.42 7s4 59 Reg. $34.99
ratchets, spinner and box.42 380-213 36
Reg. $9.95

41•Mo.

Bel Air Center, Murray
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recommendations for
publication of ACEI position papers.
Carlin Is serving a twoyear appointment on the
comfitittee, which is
made up of 36 educational
leaders from the U.S. and
other nations. Members
of the committee work
with ACEI's extensive
program of more than 70
publications.
Works by Carlin, who
divides his responsibilities between the
Department of Instruction and Learning and the
Department of Special
Education, have been
cited in various books. He
is the author of a book titled "Vowel Word Attack:
4-Step Process."
His writings have been
published in The Reading
Teacher, Childhood
Education, The
American Reading
Forum, The English
Teacher's Federation of
Wakayama Perfecture
Bulletin and the Student
Branch Manual of ACE!.
Carlin is immediate
past state president of the
Kentucky ACE!, past
president of ,the Murray
Area Council of the International Reading
Association and currently
serves on the executive
board of the Kentucky
ACEI and as faculty adviser to the Murray State
student branch of ACE!.

By Dwain McIntosh
Dr. James B. Carlin,
professor at Murray
-wilI -atState University,
tend the winter meeting
as a member of the
publication committee of
the Association for
Childhood Education
(ACE!) in Washington,
D.C., Jan. 30-31.
Responsibilities of the
committee include:
reviewing and planning
for themes, issues and
authors for the Journal of
Childhood Education;
Dr. James8.CirUfl
planning publication
responsibilities for the ference in Atlanta in
annual ACEI Study Con- April; and making

. Piet 1
imports
ff
20%o
Storewide

ENERGY SAVER
ATLANTA (AP)- The
world's largest airport
complex has the lowest
energy consumption
costs of any airport terminal on earth.
When Hartsfield Atlanta International began
operation here in 1980,
engineers and designers
projected the twin terminal buildings, the size
of 11 football fields, would
use 0.5 million in energy
- a low figure compared
to other large airports.

Plus
Tables Full Of Items
Reduced

-J -

75%!

3 Days Only Jan. 28th & 30th

jurray

Bel Air Center

2. Notice

1. Legal Notice
Jewett G. Puckett am
no longer- responsible
for any debts other than
my own. Jewell G.
Puckett

2. Notice
Weddings

Wit

Compact,
economical and
easy to read.
Ideal for your
cars glove
compartment.
Tester comes
complete with vinyl
pocket protector.

Kit of three in carrying case

.99c

Carter
Studio)
751 #791
.30C Mmr

gam thefight...
Against cancer by helping the
McDowell Calm Foundatio• raise
Mods to Maid •comer teeter for
Kerstuddans.
Reaching our goal of 819 million
depends oath. generosity of pee*
like yai.
Please send axiMbutions to:
McDOWELL CANCER FOuNDATtok, 915 South Limestone. Lev
lemon. Kentucky 40536
AM donations will be matched by
NM Lucille Markel, Of Calumet
Farm
•`
111

ARE YOU?
A - Aggressive,
outgoing and enjoy
competition?
W - Willing to be
judged on your personal performance?
I - In need of an income in excess of
$20,000 per year to
start?
N - Neat in appearance with car
available for your hill
tines vso and bondable?
N - Now looking for
▪ career position with
a local, national and
international opportunities?
E - Energetic with
capacity to work hard
and enjoy it while doing something you
like?
R - Ready to start
inimodiately to earn a
large income, accept
extensive training mad
some limited travel-

Register for $25. free
drawing at
groceries
9-5 Jan.
Big John's
30th. Sponsored by Encyclopedia Britannica.
Call 753-4161 tor in
formation about Encyclopedia Britannica
and Britannica-Jr.

PARKER
FORD
701 Maim Street
753-5273

THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Dr. 753.9356.

FOR SALE
14 good used metal
office desks.
Wiggins
Furniture
Hwy 641 North
753-4566

AEROBC
DANCING
Free Introductory
Courses Wed. Jac
27 Thor. Jos. 28
4:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Piece - TAE IIWON
DOE CENTER Olive
Blvd. Murray Stets
Campus. 436-2648
after 6 p.m.

Ike er
flown's hits
'10 to '40 Off.
In Grog
Iross loots
*29.95
In 'Mire
wall Nerclaolise
',Off
lens, Straw lots, skirts,
coats all kaollags.
Verse's
Westere Store
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
9-9 Daay
1-6 Sunday

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Seed
container
4 Twelve
dozen
9 Hit lightly
12 Exist
13 Revolutionary
14 Employ
15 Hold back
17 South
African
foxes
19 Performed
24 African
• antelope
22 Fireplace
part
24 Took a blue
ribbon
26 Fish sauce
29 Blue or green
31 Label
33 Sailor
34 Sun god
35 Fabulous
bird
37 Moccasin

DOWN
1 Mod's home
2 Oslo coin
3 Minor item
4 Courage

5 Reinovaie
6 Siberian
rite! •'
7 Dry, as wine
8 waste metal
9 Violent
outburst
10 Man's name
11"Footlike
part
16 Performer
18 Collection of
facts

20 Speck
22 Food fish
23 Prepare, as

eggs
25 Short sleep
27 Ardent
28 Set of
opinions
30 A Reiner

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
CUM HUOU OUU
CCM CUM 121190
EINIMEIE CC CCU
LIMO WICEIBM
UDECUCCE OU
MELO WILL CUL
CC EJEOUCCU CC
CCU ULU CLUCKS
CU ULCER:1MM
COMM COCO
MULI 61C DULDUM
COO IMEIC OCCEI
MCC MCC MOM
32 Fuel
36 Camp bed
38 Seat
41 In direction

of

•

52 Amount
owed
54 Smaller
55 Seine
56 Time period
57 Female deer

43 Existed
45 Head for bed 59 Lamprey
60 RR depot
47 Conflict

49 Separate

2. Notice

15. Articlesfor Sale

132 shares of First'
National Bank stock.
Mayfield Ky Call 247
7812.

baby
Baby cradle
carrier lathes I karat
Arther Singer
ring
prints Ralph McDonald
bicentennial prints. Call
753 401.

3. Card of Thanks •

16. Home Furnishings

We the family of Lytlia
Foster express our
gratitude in Christian
Dr. Hugh
love to
Houston for his care for
so many years Dr. Pan
Miller and Dr. Russell
Howard. Also Rev.
James Garland and
Rev. Kerney Bailey for
their consoling words.
To Gene Gwen The
The
Chorch Choir
Miller Funeral Home
for making so nice a
service. To each of you
spoke a
who called
reword of comfort
membered us in
prayers sent food or
flowers. Those who
gave their time to
we thank you.
serve
May the Lord whom our
mother loved and served bless and keep you
in the hollow of his
hand. The Children and
Grand-Children.

8-Track plus radio
carpeting 3 and one half
x 21 short shag greens
and browns. 753 7193
after 5p.m.
Sears 1 manual organ in
a wood cabinet with
- rhythm section_ This
can be seen after 5p.m.
at 1008 Sharp St. or call
753-0309.
Chrome iiinnette set
with 4 chairs. Call
753-5945 after 5p.m.
Early American brown
couch. Good condition.
$75. Call 753-6511 -after
5p.m.
"Frigeridaire stove
Frigeridafre portable
dishwasher Magic Chef
microwave. All 3 for
$175. or separate. Call
753-1655.
Westinghouse stove.
upper and
Avocado
'lower oven $100. Good
condition. Call 492-8336.

6. Help Wanted
1975 Cluinelitt Oster,
414 61W sad orbit. big
fires sad aim& dung.
$3475.00.

College graduate
college representative
multi-billion dollar
company expanding its
sales team. Seeklng
college educated
career minded sales
person. Excellent
career opportunity
paid traincompany

PARKER
FORD
701 Main Street
753-5273

no
all fringe benefits
travel. Send resume to:
Gregory H. Vincent PO
Box 2116 Owensboro Ky.
42302-1116.
Personnel Director for
small (250 plus em•
ployees) organization
with national affiliations. Experience
preferred. Send resume
to PO Box 1040C
Murray Ky.42071.

19. Farm Equipment
Super C Farmall frac
tor with cultivators in
excellent condition.
$1300. 489-2308.

20. Sports Equipment
Remington 870-20
gauge Remington 1100
12-gauge
Boito over
and under 12 - gauge.
753-1208.

9. Situation Wanted
House cleaning and
babysitting. Any hours
available. 435-4402.
Will clean houses
Monday -Thursday.
Honest and dependable.
References on request.
Phone 436-5616.

22.Musical

WANTED
Respoasible party to
take up payments on
like new piano.

63- a rule

14. Want to Buy

39 Earth
goddess

CLAYTONS
753-7575

Wanted good used twin
bed or youth bed. Call
753-0392.
Want to buy junk cars.
Call 474-8838 after 5pm.
Want to- buy raw -furs.
mink
Raccoon
muskrat red and gray
fox opossum beaver
and coyote. Call 618-3426316.
We buy standing flOther
of all types. Highest
prices are paid. Call
Edmonson Logging at
235-5648
235-5748
Cadiz
Ky.

40 Fall mo
42 Nod
44 Fragment
46 Indian Ocean

vessel
48 Chinese
pagoda
50 Danish
island
51 Small lump

53 Rent
55 Approached
58 Eagles nests
61 Sin
62 Wild hogs
64 Soak
65 Youngster
66 Trials
67 Guido note
I'M HOPING THAT
YOU'LL INVITE ME
OVER FOR DINNER

•

23. Exterminating

MURDER
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

CAN YOU BELIEVE THAT
I'VE NEVER TASTED
6RILLED SNOldFISH?

I'VE NEVER
CAUGHT ONE

$16.95

EA.

LEO'S
FREE
DIAMOND
DRAWING.

#7 14 22

WINDSHIELD
WASHER
SOLVENT &
ANTIFREEZE

GOLD-SILVERGEMS
Specials: L.C.D. Watch*,
614. Dimmed Pea/Ms
612-621. Solder 1 ciale
$4.60. She down rime
66.00. Work dose wAlle
yes wed. Aastrais 33,4
Wed crystal fee Wweiry. Net
Fleecy, mot expensive.
legated W Colombo fishy
(rear) 464 M. 1216 7534811. lien 14-5 Ties.Sit.; I. Ind Oat Sea.
Bea.

DU PONT
5615N
GAS GUARD (12 oz.)

'
98

C

FOR.

•9i,

NM Easy Pour Bottle

GAL.

• Helps stop stalling
• For unleaded &
Maded gas
• Aids quicker starts
• Stops cart icing

WWS1 0

YEAR ROUND,
READY MIXED!

"ALL PARTS FOR ALL CARS"

ALL
PRO

19/6 Chew*, lbw
414 Cbayeaso lad &
labite. 11-6 saftwatic.
Pewee Ak lIt cruise, au
rediel I. sad saws tires
else away were inns.
leaf dewy $4 275.44.

Distinction

•

DAY/ NITE TRIANGLE
REFLECTOR KIT

2. Notice

I

IF SO
telf for porsonol and
confidential interview:
Russ Girths
502-886-4413
Mon.-Tees.-Wed.
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
An level Opporteaity Eweleyer 41/F

202 "Standard"
Anti-Freeze
Tester

Ns]C MX0

X.'-L4116.1U

Carlin to attend meeting

Nete..#1 r#44•44y.4
.

Glasswork and Mirrors
M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of frames and custom
cut mirrors. We do store
front replacement picture framing and cut
glass table tops. We
custom make gun
cabinets . show cases
and display cases. Also
install auto glass window glass and plate
glass. Repair storm'
storm doors
windows
and patio door glass. M
& G Glass 816 Coldwater
Rd. 753-0180 or 753-2798:

Seigel

5LUGGO,YOUR REPLIES
TO MY QUESTIONS ARE
SO CONFUSING I
DON'T KNOW
WHETHER YOU
SAID °YES"
OR "NO"

WHAT DO
YOU EXPECT
TO BE WHEN
YOU GROW UP'

A

POLITICIAN

WATCH iT.
THE GENERAL
IS REALLY
Onl THE
WARPATH
TODAY

Wi-IAT DOES It:
LIFE PREPARE
YOU POR ?

GOLD it
SILVER .

rfPut 47o Vseet.

WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.

AUTO PARTS

Olympic Plaza
1411 Gold chains 16"
$12.95
14 K Gold Chains 18'
$16.95
Floating Hearts $3.85
Free Gold Gift With
Each $50.00 Purchase.
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
10:7113

I.K.T. AUTO PARTS
504 MAPLE, MURRAY, KY

753-4461

-..,

06 141

MOST LOCATIONS
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22. Musical

30. Business Rentals

Peavey 10 channel Want to rent garage for
board
2 speakers with antique car. Call 7530126.
stands. 753,5279.
Want to rent 3 bedroom
24. Miscellaneous
house in southeast sec
14K T. gold ladies tion of county. prefer
watch. Has almost 1 and farm area. Need by
one quarter ounces of May 1st. Reasonable
references. Call
gold in watch. Face has rent
diamond on 2 sides 436-5525 after 4p.m.
753-0309.
32. Apts. For Rent
AAA CUSTOM MADE
Extra nice 2 bedroom
CABINETS
unfurnished duplex in
bookcaseS
music centers
etc. Westwood Subd. With
patiofireplace
Reasonable. 436-2516. .
e
o
v
Firewood. Order now St
disand burn seasoned wood refrigerator
disposal and
hwasher
this winter. 436-2758.
washerdryer hook-up.
Firewood for sale. 489- $265. month plus -de2615 753-3523.
posit. 753-9266 or
Kero-Sun Heaters. 305-792-5565.
Omni 15 $117.99
One and 2 bedroom
Moonlighter $151.99
apartments near downRadiant 8 $162.99
town Murray. Call 753Radiant 10 $209.99
4109 or 436-2844.
Radiant 36 $212.99.
Omni 85 $218.99
Omni Furnished 2 bedroom
105 $217.99. The Direc- apartment. Living
den and kitchen.
tor $254.99. Wallen room
$100. per month plus
Hardware Paris.
deposit. No pets. 753Pool table
15in, tire 6876.
snow chains
3-13in.
Datsun wheels and Furnished 3 room uptires 2 sets of crutches. stairs apartment Almo
Call 492-8435 after Heights. $125. per
month. Water fur5:30p.m.
nished. Call 759-1966
SEASONED after 5p.m.
FIREWOOD. Mixed Large furnished efhardwoods 18''-21'' ficiency apartment
available. $27.50 a rick near college. Call 753delivered. Call John 6254.
Boyer at 753-8536.
Nice 2 ,bedroom furnished apartment near
25. Business Services
hospital. Low utilities.
753-3949.
Nice duplex apartment
located in Westwood
Personal
Subdivision. 2 bedroom
carpeted throughout
INCOME TAX
central heat and air
by appointment
washer-dryer hook-up
refrigerator
range
436-2146
dishwasher
disposal
built-in microwave.
and
Lease
,diPbsit
26. TV-Radio
references required.
Call 759-1503.
One and two bedroom
apartments for rent.
LARGE
Embassey Apartments
SELECTION
753-3530 753-4331.
One bedroom furnished
USED TV's
apartment 1 block from
MSU. Air condition
25" color $39.95
wall to wall carpet. $75.
19" color, 13" col1110. per
deposit
or, 19"13-/W
month. Call 759-4538.
One bedroom near
hospital. Attractively
furnished. Call 750-4756.
753-7575

CLAYTONS

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x70 King-George. 2
fully furbedrooms
washerdryer
nished
aluminum storage
building "hat goes with
it. Call 753-6865 after
5p.m.
1968 Baron. Unfurnished. $2500. 474-8838.
1978 -Fleetwood 1-4x70. 2
. bedroom 2 baths furnished. Call 753-4683 or
753-1336 after 5p.m.
1978 3 bedroom mobile
home for sale or rent.
Located at Stella
Trailer Court. Call 7534861.

New leasiel

NOR-CAL
APARTMENTS
1, 2 & 3 ninon emits trio
$105.111 per in. Naelicappod suit. Newly connected
astral but al air,
• carpeted, tittles - apsinges. Office Nws Mn.Fri. 9:16-11:11 Non.
Nortliwes1 Dr.
Murray, Ky.
502-759-4914
Elul busing OpprInity

28. Mobile Home Rentals
Near Murray. 2 bedrooms
2 full baths
washer -dryer. Nice
house furniture. No
pets. 759-1305.
Three miles east of
Murray. 2 bedroom
mobile home. 12x50
acre lot. - Central heat
water furand air
nished. $115. month $75.
753deposit. 753-0712
3534.
Trailers for rent. See
Dill's
Brandon Dill
Trailer Court.
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Nice. Ca11489-2611.
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray. Extra
nice. No pets. 489-2118.
Two bedroom. S160, per
month. Brandi's Trailer
Court. 753-8111.
Two bedroom trailer
gas. Near
12ft. wide
Murray. No pets. Call
489-2118.

30. Business Rentals
Mini
Werehovse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

Mars a

33. Roomsfor Rent
Furnished room 1 block
from MSU. Kitchen and
laundry facilities. $50.
month. Call 759-4538.

BOGARD REALTY &
DOVER
AUCTION
TN. We buy liquidation
inventories of
businsses farm equip
34.'Housesfor Rent
ment. Note-We will sell
South 'of Aurora. 3 at auction for you. Call
bedroom
1 bath
car- 615-232-5150.
peted stove refrigerator and water furnished.
$195. 442-3877.
Spacious house in
country. This tri-level
CISAITIC 110001
brick home has apYAID SALE I
proximately 3700sq. ft. 2
FLEA MARKET
central air with heat
pumps. 2 car garage
i.e.-9 p.m. Feb. 1 t 211
four bedrooms
three
Murray hp elder SW
bathrooms
den
sued by Murray Innis
f
oy
er
range
refrigerator
Club. Dealers welcne.
dishwasher
and dislimited miler if loins.
posal. Available imAvailable fir normalise le
mediately. 753-8943 after 2p.m.
booth renal call 153-9271
753-0858
before 2p.m.
if 753-11/13.

Hospital
Benton, Kentucky
if Re utin's Nest beautiful rumble area,
located ie
is content a $2 will's, mann program ad seeks
'erns to staff braid-mew, ultra Henri
ICII/CCII, El,01., ad
Delivery facilities as well
as genral-care persons'.
As otter liberal salary ni Was,tun* work'sg adios, all a PIM place le live!

For More Information,
Call Collect:
Ben Webb, Dir. of Nursing
Marshall County Hospital
. East Ninth Street
Benton, Kentucky 42025
(502)527-9269

+MN.

)PY AVAILABLE

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

46. Homesfor Sale

FINANCIAL LIFE 3 bedroom brick house.
2
SAVER. This beautiful Carpet throughout
large living
baths
spacious four bedroom
Punka, A Themes
two bath home can be room and den. 2 car
purchased with or garage with large stor
laserence
without adjacent lot: age room. Call 489 2145
Reel Estate
with or without rental or 753-2493.
Seethside Court Sq.
cabin. Take your pick Brick house 3 bedroom
and the owner will on 1 acres Hwy 464.
Merrey, Kentucky
FINANCE IT FOR YOU Furnished
new furni- 753-4451
at a fantastic rate. ture work shop 24x30
Special features: be- priced reasonable. Also
autiful creek and 24 acres across highway
For Sale or Rent. Good 2 wooded view from re- for sale with or without
bedroom house recently dwood deck
enormous the house. Call 753-6136.
redecorated. Large family room with
garage-storage build- fireplace two car gar- By owner one and one
3 bedroom.
ing. Located near age and much more at half story
W,alnut kitchen
hospital at 903 Vine. an unbelievable price!
cabinets
fireplace
Available February 1st. For more information
basement garage low
Some 12 percent finan- call SPANN REALTY
utility bills
deep lot
cing available. Offers ASSOC. now at 753-7724.
near hospital. 12
wanted. Call C.O. Bon
financing available with
durant Realty 753-3460.
$10 000 down $42 750,
Call 753 4710 after
5:30p.m.

47. Motorcycles

HOUSES
FOR RENT
•%pies is tows, sew
carpet & rides00000 d
tiresighoot - $160 per
mesh.

43. Real Estate

'4 Bedroom covstry home
en* mile seem *I tows,
'urge lot with sardes, $300
per mouth; hese with option to perches' possible to
qualified buyer.
•3 bedroom home north of
tome seer Al.., Rent $1 50
per month.
'Older 3 bedroom home is
lake ores, rustic sorrowsding, paved rood, wiped
best, suitable for hardy
outdoor types, $75.00 per
month.
•'Deposit sod references
reimirod.
CALL SPANN REALTY
ASSOCIATES FOR ALL TOUR
REAL ESTATE NEEDS
753-7721
Three bedroom in Atmo
Heights. $275. per
month. 753-8411.
Unfurnished 3 bedroom
all electric home in
Murray. Well ineXtra nice.
sulated
$250. per month rent
$150. deposit. Call 7539829 after 5p.m.
Wanted: responsible
female student to share
fully furnished 3 bedroom home. Reasonable
expenses. Call 759-401t
after 6p.m.

FOR RENT
1. A charming 2
BR house, newly
redecorated, nice
lot, out of city.
2. A country home,
.2 storys with double carport. Lots of
rooms.

3. Nice 2 BR furnished mobile
home on private
lot. Only $150.
4. If your rental
property is- a
headach to you?
Talk to us about
management.
753-9898

One bedroom apartment near university.
Low utilities. 753-3949.
One room efficiency
apartment. $90. Located
•
at corner of 16th and
fSTATI
Rf
Olive St.
across from
PROPERTY MANAGIEM rtT
university. Call
753-4793.
Two bedroom apart- 36. For Rent or Lease
ment for rent. Range
Responsible working
oven refrigerator dis- woman With 2 children
hwasher
disposal
seeks nice home to rent
washer and dryer in southwest Calloway
hookup air carpet. No - -County area. Prefer
pets. One year lease and pasture for 2 horses not
$225 deposit required. required. References
$225 per month. Call provided. Call Sally at
753-2622 or753-3865.
753-2424 between 8 and
Two bedroom duplex. 5 Mon.-Fri.
Central heat and air. No Two 'ore barns
1
pets. $210. month. $200. acres in south Murray.
deposit.-Lease required. Calf coltett after
Call after 5 p.m. 6:30p.m. 554-8710.
753-U99.
Two bedroom duplex
1979 Chevrolet C-10.
unfurnished
comhouse Red & white, 4
pletely carpeted. $185.
4, showroom ROW. Loaded
$125. deper month
with estrus you buy. to
posit. Call 753-9506 after
see it to believe it. Only
6p.m.
13 COO miles.
WANTED: female student
teacher or working girl to share n-ice
PARKER
furnished home with
young female universFORD
ity instructor. 6100. per
month plus half of
701 Main Street
utilities. Phone 753-9280
753-5273
after 4p.m.

county

41. Public Sale

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC German Shepherd
puppies. 28 champions
,Reand 5 generations!
gistered American Eskimo Spitz puppies.
502 554 2153.
A super new dog food.
IMS Plus needs no
supplements to bring
out the best in your pet.
436-2858.
Australian Shepherds
registered. Male and
female 1 months old.
Good stock dog.
435-4555Blue tick -coon hound. 6
months old
female
435 4555.
German Shepherd
puppies. 3 males
1
female 6 weeks old.
435 4555.
Registered pet bui:
dogs. 10 months old
light fawn. 135 45S5

"Professional Services
With The
Friendly Teach"
After Office
Hours
753-4136
or 753-2387
CLOSE TO
SHOPPING
Excellent location,
shaded fenced•
back yard,3 BR., 1
Bath, B.V. with
carport. Separate
dining room, elec.
heat and air. Paved Drive, located
at 1397 Johnson
Blvd. Priced to sell
at $35000.Ideal for
retired couple of
young family.
BUILDING SITE
PLUS A'CREAGE
23 'acres, 16 tendable, 7 in timber,
on blacktopped
highway, Stock
barn, excellent
building site. Now
only 19000.

BUDGET
BALANCE
$13,200
Yes, „owner is
sacrificing- this
home to you for only $9.43 per square
foot. This two
bedroom with double carport sets on
shaded lot with
space for your
vegetable garden.
Located west of
Murray. Call 7531492 for your showing.
ROOM TO ROMP
Walk to shopping
from this three
bedroom wellmaintained home
that meets FHA
standards. First
time on the market
- new carpeting in
all bedrooms plus
new floor coverings
in bath and kitchen.
Central air and all
for $32,500...753-1492
- Call us now.

LORETTA 10IS, MAJORS ®.
1200Sycamore
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(5021253-1492

"Professional Services
With The
Friendly Touch"
After Office
Nears
753-4136
or 753-2387
NEED MORE
ROOM?
Then this is it,
lovely 4 BR., and
study, situated on
tree-studded lot.
This charming
home has large'
living-diping area,
country kitchen,
large rec. room, 2
baths, elec. heat.
Less than replacement cost at only
$49,900.
ACREAGE ON N.
16th EXT.
Reduced
Appr. 40 Acres
about 25 acres tendable. This is partly wooded-ideal for
subdivision. Appr.
1,000 ft. road frontage. For more information call 7538080.

•-a
KOPPERIJD
753-1222
NEW LISTING
60 ACRES '
Fresh on the
market is this
choice 60 acre tract
just west of Murray
city limits at intersection of
Highway 94 and
Johnny Robertson
Road. 55 tendable
acres, stock barn,
tobacco barn and
several hundred
feet of blacktop
highway frontage.
Phone 753-1222 for
all details.
NEAR MURRAY
HIGH SCHOOL
Quality 4 bedroom
home near Murray
High School, fresh
on the market.
Home has been
redecorated
throughout, insulated to TVA
standards, and
chain link fence added around
backyard. Excellent location and
excellent price - upper 50's. Contact
Kopperud ReAty,
753-1222 for full
details.

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery es Prescriptisos h City Limits

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP .
225 L.P. Miller St. (Anew From CiWW•1011,

Specializing In Senio. Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
7:30-2:30 - 753-3685

NEW AND
NICE
Brand new 2-story
English tudor style
home in Canterbury
Estates with 4 large
bedrooms, formal
dining room, living
room and den.
Select your own color and style
carpeting and kitchen appliances in
this beautiful
residence nearing
completion. Before
you select your
dream home, you'd
better look over this
excellent opportunity. Over 3,000
square feet under
roof. Phone any
Home Team
Member at Kopperud Realty, 711
Main in Murray.
'42 ACRES
FOR SALE
Beautifully wooded
acreage near Kentucky Lake. Price
just lowered $6,000
to $21,500. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the
details on this solid
investment.

Strout
Realty
.
iffice Coast to Cast
Boyers from Everywhere
leisitie Service Since 1908
1•12 Colivrator Rood
Allorroy, Railway 42071
(502)7534166
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Baker
Lionised 6 Beaded

Eaassilissumit

See to believe. Stored
1973 Honda 125. 400
actual miles. Also 1976
Honda 175. 436-2418
anytime.

41. Auto Services
Import Auto Salvage.
Repair that Opal
Datsun
Volkswagon
Chevy
Subaru
Fiat
Luv
Capri Toyota_
Honda. All kinds of new
and used parts. Call
474-2325.

49. Used Cars
1957 Ford. $550.
474-8838.
1967 Chevrolet station
wagon priced to sell.
Call 753-6865 after 5p.m.
1971 Volvo. 4 cylinder 2
door
air condition.
759-4615.
1972 Super Beetle
Volkswagon. 753-3027.
1974 Pontiac Gran .Ville.
Good condition
must
sell. $550. 753-0285.,
1976 Grand Prix. 7599702.
1978 Corvette. Silver
Anniversary. All options
29 000 miles
$9800. Paris 901-644-1545
or 641-2737.

FOR SALE
1977 Lincoln Mark V,
one owner, local car,
loaded.

Purdont's
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406 West Maio
753-5315
1978 Cougar Mercury
X R-7. Fully loaded.
$3850. Call 759-1465.
1978 King Cobra. V-8
cassette player
good
condition. ,Best offer.
Call 753-0963.
1979 Ford Thunderbird.
power
302 engine
a
new tires sharp. $4500.
Call 489-2777.
1980 Ford Fiesta, 15 GOO
miles
air
4 speed
excellent condition.
$4500. Call 753-9641.
1981 Datsun 310GX like
new. 753-7853.
1975 Malibu Chevy. 2
-door mag wheels A-1
shape. 4365519.

"Profs:gismo!Services b.
With The
Friendly Teach"
KEY
After Office
AUTO PARTS
Hours
Hwy. 121 South
753-4136
Murray, Ky.
or 753-2387
New end Used Auto
HAVE YOUR
Ports,* Batteries,
CAKE
Tires, Wheel Covers,
AND EAT IT
Auto Accessories.
TOO!
A sound invest753-5500
ment that will pay
for itself!! Modern
brick duplex--4 GOVERNMENT SURrooms, bath, PLUS CARS AND
TRUCKS NO W
modern kitchen
AVAILABLE through
with appliances, local sales under $300.
central air, each
Call 1-714-569-0241 for
side. Good loca- your directory on how to
purchase. Open 24
tion. $52,900.
hours.

CIRCARAMA
CHARMER
A new listing an a
beauty-3 B.R., 2
bath B.V. spacious rooms,
central heat and
air, lit car carport, with storage
area. Carpeted,
large family room,
draperies and appliances included.
Near Bel-Air Shopping, restautant,
etc. Large, well
landscaped lot
with trees. In 50's.

44. Lots for Sale

_

Three acres wooded
property on Kirby Jen
fling Trail near Chan
dlWr Park on lake. $2750
or best offer. Call
753 6054,

45. Farmsfor Sale
Forty seven acres on
Call
Hwy 91 West
759 1987

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

ALCOA ALUMINUM
Fence sales at Sears
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum now. Call Sears 753-2310
trim for b(ick houses. for free estimate for
your needs.
Jack Glover 753-1873.
GENERAL HOME
APPLIANCE SER
REPAIR-. 15 years exVICE
KENMORE
WHIRLPOOL and perience. Carpentry
plumbing
WESTINGHOUSE. 20 concrete
roofing
sliding. NO
years experience.
Bobby Hopper., Bob's JOB TO SMALL. Free
Appliance Service 203 S estimate. Days 4712359 nights 474 2276.
5th. 753.4872or 753-8886.
Alexander Septic Tank Guttering by Sears.
Cleaning. Vacuum Sears continuous gutters installed for your
cleaned from your
specifications. Calf
driveway. Industrial
Sears 753-2310 for free
residential
or corn
estimate.
mercial. 24 hour
K & K STUMP REMOservice. Call 753 5933.
VAL. Do you need stumps
removed from your yard
or land :cleared of
ROOFING
stumps? We can reBUILT-UP & SHINGLES
move stumps up to 24
References. All work
inches below the
guaranteed. Free
ground
leaving only
Estimates. Call 759sawdust and chips. Call
1859 or 753-6581.
for free. estimates. Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
All yogr plumbing and Kemp Jr 435-4319.
air conditioning needs. Need work on your
Also do carpentry pain
trees? Topping
prun.
ting
r oof - ing shaping complete
concrete.
All
ing and
removal and more. Call
work done to satisfac- BOVER'S TREE
tion. 753 2211.
SERVICE for Pro
Asphalt driveways and fesSional tree care.
parking lots sealed by 753-8536,
Sears. For free es- Sammy Tidwell Painttimates call 753.2310.
ing Contractor. ExAutomobile machanic perienced interior and
will do work on auto- exterior painting. Free
matic and all gasoline estimates. Call 753-4686
trucks. All work or 753-0487.
4e5n4gi.ned
6
Speed Typist. Exguaranteed. Call 437 perienced in teletype
data processing
acbillConcrete block and counts receivable
brick work. 20 years ing and filing and some
experience. Free es- bookkeeping. Will furnish complete resume
timates. Call 753-5476,
and references. Call
492-8435 after 5:30p.m.
Maim Sorrice Co.
Thirty one years exalimilom amt vioyl
perience. Carpenter building
remodeling
custom trim work.
and repairing annex on
lefereoces. Call Will Ed
home and trailer. 436Bailey. 153-0689.
2253.
Tree 'trimming and
removal. Hedges and
Will sharpen hand saws
chain saws and skill shrubs. Firewood. 7535476.
,
saws. Call 753
1656.

AUCTION
THURSDAY, JANUARY 28
10:00 A.M. - RAIN OR SHINE
COMPLETE FARM SELLOUT
SEDAUA,KENTUCKY
TRACTORS
Case 2470 Vo 716 Hrs , 3 pt quick hitch, 23 1.30
rubber; "REAL SHARP", Case 1370 wil,305 Hrs.,
18.4.38 duals, weights, cab + air, Du. outlets, Pr
shift, "RE4 NICE":CASE 1070 WI710 Hrs , Cob
+ Air, - 18 4.34 duals, du. ‘outlets, or shift,
"NICE': Steiger ST325 Panther W30.5Lx32 new
rubber, and 10 ft front mount fully hyd_ Steiger
blade, "EXTRA NICE", letC 1066'w,1,178 Hrs ,
184.38 duals. weights. Du outlets, "NICE", IHC
1066-w,c0b; dual outlets,- 18-4.38 Duals, TA, IHC
966 diesel wweights, dual outlets,:'SHARP-, Ford
7600 Diesel w1,073 Hrs , dual Hyd., lood
nnon,tor. w Dunham double Hyd tilt loader, -LIKE
NEW'', Ford 4000, gas. Af;pr. steering, John Deere
2030 Diesel w• D 145 looder, AC - 13-17 Gas,
nont we,ghts
Series IV w

COMBINES
IHC 915 Hydrostatic Turbo Diesel, vy,Cab + Air,
20 Grain head 'NICE" and a -Nearly New"- 883
Corn need IHC 815 Hydrostatic, w Cab + air, 13'
grain head SHARP" and a Real Nice" 863
Corn head John Deere 4400 Diesel w Cab + air,
213 Fie. Grain Head. and 444 Corn head IHC 303
w,Cab choppe, header control

FIELD EQUIPMENT
Shaette, 3 '-.3 told d.sc• Big Ripper 9 Tine PUll
type V Ripper• IHC 710 Automatic Reset 7.18"
plow w On Land hitch• INC Field cultivator 25'
hyd fold• DMI chisel plow 13 tine heavy duty
Pull type. Two-John Deere 400 rotary hoes• Cultiwheels on inside• Two-John Deere
Mulcher 7 4
7000 Planters w Herb bakes & monitors• Brillion
6 row cultivator w roiling tender' Caldwell Grain
cart. 400 bushel, "LIKE NEW". TWO M&W
Gravity wagons. 300 bushel. fhIC 470-18' Wing
told ,Jisc• Shaetfer 14' wheel disc' Hahn 400
gallon pull type spray rig wtoam rarker• Bush
hog 8' rotary :utter -LIKE NEW" Vermeer 706A
-Ptak:Irv - caner; 6', 3 pt •
Century Re Cycle- sprayer, 12 row, "NICE"• Kools
Big Brother Kl3-60' Silage Blower' Side Winder
blade. 6' 3 pt • Tractor Mt Hyd Post Driver'
New Holland 56 hay rake. New Holland 7'
wheel wagons• Eas,
, Flow 3 pt. seeder' IHC 4-row
cult,,ator w roll.ng tenders' IHC 11' wheel disc•
Two Graham chisel- -plows, 11 'tine. 3 pt • John
Deere 220 Center told d,sc, 18'• Wetmore grain
cart. 400 bushel• John Deere 1240 Planter w,New
4ert-oltochment• AC 10' wheel disc' 200 gallon
Pull sprayer. AC 4 row cultivator' wrolling tendmower'.AC Btrn-- plow.- AC 8-row
r-s• AC
No-Till planter• 7' Pull type rotary mower.. IHC
511 Plow 5.16' .3 pt • IHC Wheat dial, 16 hole..
_ IHC 56 4. to planter WNew
wdoutklefiberglass tert attachment' '3 pt hitch tractor
fence row or nvestock sprayers Tractor fork lift
Groin ouqe'
attachment 3 a,.
Two Quick hPtCrIeN

Form Fans CMS-14E-450 Bushel Continuous. MultiStage Grain Dryer, "LIKE NEW".

LIVESTOCK EQUIPMENT

50. Used Trucks
1972 Semi. White freight
liner. $3000. Motor just
overhauled. 474-8838.
1973 Chevrolet pickup
350 engine. $675. 474
8838.
1976 4-wheel drive. IA
ton Chevrolet. $1900.
Call after 5p.m.
759-1843.
1977 Chevrolet
Silverado all extras.
58000
4-wheel drive
miles. 753.4936.

corrols• Sm,cliev
steel
Aopr,, 40 w
Ronger Matting portable lisestock scale' Portoble
livestock 'squeeze chute• Powder River livestock
operating rahle• Several Squeeze' Head Gates'
Powder River adiustable loading chute WpOrtoble
holding'pen• er,al farm gates' Several portable
bulk feeders' Portable stock shed* Horse trailer•
•
Several livestock 0.it2,,

TRUCKS
1973 White Freightliner w 3 1 8 Detroit Engirie, 13L', 1969 Chevy 2 Ton gram truck
nois,
new 9001,20 rubber
Wilson 38' Hopper Ittni. groin trailer witorp; 1971
Chewy Pickup.
TERMS. Strictly cash, cashier's check or approved
check NO EXCEPTIONS!!

Chevrolet 2 tee frock reel
sharp with IS'A foot fist
steel bed with contrecters
sides. Lilts sew tires. /Aid
sod view rya. 6 cyllndev, 4
speed, with 2 speed rear
19,500 GVW rating.
$4516.00. See at

If you ever wanted to attend o tome Wwsrerrs
Kentucky Form Auction with a great variety of
machinery going on the black, then this will be on
auction you won't wont to miss!!! Mark your
calendar now and make plans to be, with us
Thursday, lonuary 2110i, 10!00 a.m. REGARDLESS
OF WEATHER for on Action Pocked Snappy
Auction under the rhythm of "The Selling
Machine", "James R. Cash Auction Style' -at
Sedolio, Kentucky. Bring your heavy clothing!!!

PARKER
FORD

JAMES R. CASH

701 Mein Street
Money
753-5273

THE AUCTIONEER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
(502)623-8466 0.'5021623 6939
SELLING SUCCESSFUL 54i IS IN SEVERAL STATES
•

•

aste
Unbeaten!

•••

MERIT low tar/good taste combination continues as
proven winner over leading higher tar brands.
One low tar cigarette
continues to challenge
higher tar smoking—and
win.
Latest research offers new
evidence Tconfirming MERIT
as the proven taste alter
nativeto higher tar smoking.
HigherTars Meet
- Taste Match.

In impartiaFnew tests
where-.brand-identity was
concealed, the overwhelming- majority of smokers
reported MERIT taste equal
to—or better than—leading
higher tar brands.
Moreover, when tar levels
were revealed, 2 out of 3
chose the MERIT combination of low tar andgood taste.
"

Taste Smokers
Turning To MERIT

In a second part of the
same study, smokers
confirm that MERIT taste
is a major factor in completing their successful
switch from higher tar
brands.
Confirmed:9 out of 10
formefhigher tar smaers
r prt MEgiT is an easy
switch, that they
give up taste in switching,
and that MERIT is the best- tasting low tar they've ever
tried.
Year after year, in study
after study, MERIT remains
unbeaten. The proven taste
alternative.to higher tar
smoking
MERIT.

ERIT

Ilittatit Morin lac 1.014-Z

Warning The 'Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health..

Reg: 8 mg "tar:* 0.6 mg nicotine—Men: 7 mg "tar:. 0.5 mg
nicotine--100s Reg: 9 mg "tar:" 0.7 mg nicotine-100's Men:
10 mg'tar-',' D.8 mg nicotine ay. per cigarette, FTC Report Mar:81

Regular& Menthol
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BEST

COPY AVAILABLE
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